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'I'WO GREAT BOOKS FROM 
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDTJI FE 

When South Carolina's award winning magazine 
produced A Carolina Profile, a collection of the best 
articles, photographs, and paintings from South 
Carolina Wildlife, the book promptly sold out. We 
have reprinted and are offering A Carolina Profile 
again this year because of continuing demand. 

Our newest book Carolina's Hunting Heritage 
is now available. It is the perfect book for every 
outdoorsman who cherishes the hunt and the wild 

things at the Carolinas. A collection of the best hunting 
articles we have ever published, it is presented in a 
beautifully bound 8½ x 11 volume with the look of 
handtooled leather. 

A Carolina Profile at only $15.00 and Carolina's 
Hunting Hen·tage at $19.95 are truly bargains we know 
you will enjoy for years. You may use the enclosed 
order form or send checks to South Carolina Wildlife, 
P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 29202. 
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2 Biosphere 

4 On Silent Wings 
by Doreen Buscemi 
Shrouded in folklore as harbingers of horror, the bat 
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is actually a voracious insect-eater and a fascinating aerialist. 

9 Before the Wind 
by John Sanders 
Tornadoes, the most violent acts of nature, cannot be prevented, 
but safety precautions can lessen loss of life. 

16 Lady of the Lowcountry 
by Martha Severens 
"Nature I loved and next to Nature, Art." No more fitting epitaph 
could grace the tombstone of Alice Ravenel Huger Smith (1876-1958). 

26 BigBlue 
by Pat Robertson 
Few Santee-Cooper anglers are aware of a super sportfish 
that rivals the landlocked striper in size and pulling power. 

29 Obligation Overdue: An Ethic for Plant Survival 
by Julie Lumpkin 
Through ignorance and greed the varieties of green plants 
that amazed South Carolina's first explorers have been drastically reduced . 

34 Mr.Wayne Never Worked 
by Pete Laurie and David Chamberlain 
His neighbors thought it scandalous that he never sought gainful employment, 
but, during 45 years in the field of ornithology, Arthur T. Wayne 
added one bird per year to the state list and wrote 125 scientific papers. 

40 Who's Watching the Snakes? 
by J. Whitfield Gibbons 
Destruction of snakes throughout South Carolina is progressing 
at an alarming rate, although only six of our 38 species can harm us. 

48 Topwater Bass Greats 
by Mike Creel 
Motion and sound are the tactics of the topwater bass angler 
and the floating plug is his willing marionette. 

56 Readers Forum 

57 Sportsman's Corner 

58 Roundtable 

The Covers 
The Last Jump 
by Art Carter 

The "Reserve" or "Back Water" in Summer 
by Alice R. Huger Smith 



~I Know You
Everybody 

Keeping tabs on the daily 
lives of 75,000 subscribers is 
a full-time job for any editor. 
But one ornery potato farmer 
who won't take the time to be 
sociable is more than a body 
can stand. 
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Being editor of a magazine such as 
South Carolina Wildlife is a super lot of 
fun. I have finally reached the point 
where some very talented people do all 
the work. All I have to do is nod once 
in a while and look wise. Isn 't that the 
goal of every state employee? 

Here I sit, pulling your leg most of 
the time in this little column I try to 
conjure up each issue. I visualize your 

' reaction as you read it. How do I know 
what it will be? Because I know you. 
You might not think I do, but I do. Each 
and every one of you. You can't hide. 

I know when you bait duck ponds 
and when you have a new batch of 
puppies and when your car wou ldn't 
crank in the K-Mart parking lot. I know 
you when you get drunk at parties and 

M~ when you go out of your way to help 
•..!....iV11.WVl'hii ~ ~ someone you don't even like very 

//.-I~"<--- t:~ much. I know you when you cheat 
on your income tax and when 

you would but don't 
i,J(Yl<tVL, know how. 
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I know how much you will pay to get 
this magazine and if you will give a 
Christmas subscription or not. I know if 
you subscribe one year at the time or 

,. three years and save money. I know if 
you take the magazine because you like 
to look at the pictures or for some 
other reason. I know how much money 
you make and whether you flirt with 
girls or boys. I know what you worry 
about and what makes you feel good. I 
know all about you. 

I know you if you are L. M. West Jr. 
and you are our only subscriber in 
Wisacky, South Carolina. Our one 
subscriber out of 16 residents. I know 
you farm for a living and raise some 
cotton and soybeans, you are begin
ning to enjoy still-hunting for deer and 
you missed some doves you should 
have killed this past season. I know you 
have three children and you enjoy 
photography. I even know where 
Wisacky is. It's six miles from 
Bishopville. On the way to the beach . 

I know you if you are R. H. Roberts 
or Lucille McDonald, our only sub
scribers in Miley. Miley is an old sawmill 
town in Hampton County where there's 
no sawmill anymore. I know Lucille 
takes the magazine because she likes to 
fish and because she just loves wildlife. 
Not but one store and a post office in 
Miley, but it ain't a bad place. 

I know Mrs. A. H. Jones of 
Charleston, who has never cared about 
hunting or fishing and neither does her 
husband; she takes the magazine 
because she is a South Carolinian and it 
is too; and she loves her state with an 
old-time fervor. 

I also know if your name is Nell Jones 
and you live in Greenville and you take 
the magazine because your husband 
loved it so much before he died, and 
you loved him very much. I know you 
told a friend it would continue to come 
to your house as long as you lived. 

I see you wearing our T-shirts and 
reading our books. I see your coffee 
tables and your waiting rooms and I see 
that pile of junk in the corner you have 
been meaning to straighten out. I see 
your neighbor borrowing your 
firewood and your kid calling his girl 
long distance and running up your 
phone bill. 

I know every one of you. That is, I do 
now. Up until yesterday there was one 
of you I didn't know. 

His name was Patrick C. Nelson and 
he lived out in the country near 
Pendleton. I saw his name on the list 
and I didn't know him. I tried to send 
him a brain message but he wouldn't 
receive . Kept getting an owl in the 
Santee swamp. Tried to visualize what 
he looked like. Kept seeing a faceless 
figure digging sweet potatoes. 

After a week of this, I had to know. I 
drove to the country and rooted him 
out. Late middle-age, hard eyes, larger 
than necessary belly. Watched me with 
suspicion. 

" I'm the editor of South Carolina 
Wildlife. Haven't you felt me trying to 
reach you?" 

He took a step back and stood sorta 
sideways. Said nothing. 

" I know you subscribe to the mag
azine; I want to know my subscribers. 
What do you like best about the 
magazine?" 

"The fact that it don't come but every 
two months," he said. 

"Don't you even like the pictures?" 
"Some of 'em ain't too bad; some of 

'em is too bad ," he said. 
"Do you ever read 'Biosphere'? The 

little article right in front of the book?" 
He never took his gaze from my face. 

"That's a bunch of junk. They oughta 
cut whoever writes that junk off the 
payroll." 

"You have a great personality," I said. 
"What do you do for a living?" 

Said he was a recruiter for the Ku 
Klux Klan . 

I asked him why he took the 
magazine if he didn't like anything 
about it; he said he didn't. "Hit was a 
present from somebody." - .J 

"Who?" 
"Ain 't none of your business. Git 

offen my place. " 
I had to do something-had to know ,. 

everyone! 
"Would you like a chew?" I offered 

him my plug. 
"Git often my place! " 
This called for drastic measures. I 

whipped out a copy of the state budget 

and read it to him slowly. Killed him 
deader'n hell. I buried him on the spot 
and drove back to town. 

Now I know all of you! 
I know where you are, and in case 

you would like to know, here's a list of 
the 25 towns with the most subscribers. 

John Culler 

Columbia ________ 4,749 
Charleston _______ 4,278 
Greenville ________ z;544 
Spartanburg _______ 1,319 
Florence ________ 1,116 

Aiken __________ 900 
Sumter _________ 856 
West Columbia _______ 769 
Rock Hill ________ 745 
Anderson ________ 738 

Summerville 
Orangeburg _______ _ 
Greenwood ________ _ 
North Augusta ______ _ 

637 
608 
606 
592 

Lexington ------- 573 

Myrtle Beach _______ 553 
Camden _________ 540 
Beaufort _________ 518 
Georgetown ________ 486 
Easley _________ 395 

Clemson _________ 379 
Hartsville ________ 372 
Greer __________ 360 
Conway _________ 349 
Taylors _________ 336 
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The bat's apparently erratic flight is actually a series 
of skillful maneuvers involved in intercepting and 
capturing prey. This sequence of drawings shows 
one of the methods used to catch flying insects. 
Before taking the moth into its mouth, the bat 
scoops it up in its wing or tail membrane. The entire 
sequence takes place in less than half a second. 
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For avoiding objects and 
locating and capturing its 
prey, the bat possesses sonar 
far superior to anything man 
has developed. Ultrasonic 
cries are emitted period
ically and the returning 
echoes are analyzed for 
obstructions or prey. When 
an insect as small as a mos
quito or gnat is located, the 
bat may increase its beeps up 
to 200 per second as it con
stantly changes direction 
and speed to intercept the ~ 
target. 
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the mother 's milk until the young can survive on their own just like other 
mammals. Also, like most land mammals, the bats are covered with fur. 
While bats closely resemble other mammals, they have undergone highly 
specialized adaptations necessary for their insect-eating, aerial life. 

When stretched out, the wings of a bat resemble a human hand . Except 
for the thumb, the fingers of this hand are greatly elongated to form the 
framework for the wing. The hairless wing is formed by two layers of skin 
stretched between these bones. When illuminated from behind, blood 
may be seen circulating throughout the veins and arteries. This leathery 
membrane extends across the hind legs and meets at the tail. These 
handlike wings enable the bat to be our only flying mammal that is truly 
mobile in the air-darting here and there under its own power. Flying bats 
have existed, in almost identical form , for the last 50 million years. 

Because there are no fossil records, little is known about when or how 
bats became flying mammals. But how bats find their way through the 
night skies to catch insects in mid-air is no longer a mystery. 

Research in laboratories at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
determined that bats emit a series of ultrasonic cries or clicks inaudible to 
the human ear. In a process called echolocation, the bats hear the echoes 
of these clicks bouncing off objects and thus detect obstacles in their path 
and locate their prey. Bats that are experimentally blindfolded can easily 

find their way around, but if the ears are plugged up, they fall helplessly to 
the ground. 

High-speed photography in the research laboratory shows how the bat 
catches insects. In the evening sky, a bat usually appears to be flying 
erratically with little purpose to its movements. In reality, the bat is using 
echolocation to chase down its insect prey. Photographs show that the bat 
rarely catches the insect in its teeth but instead fields it with a wing 
movement. The wing scoops the insect down into the tail membrane and 
then the bat leans down and snatches it up with its mouth. All of this action 
happens in a fraction of a second and is rarely visible. 

Although biologists understand the navigational abilities of bats, the 
natural history of these winged creatures remains largely a mystery. And 
yet, in terms of numbers of species, only the rodents outnumber the 
bats among mammals. Over 2,000 species of bats have been identified 
throughout the world. They are found in both the temperate and tropical 
sections although they much prefer the warmer climates. Because of 
this, only a few species live in the temperate zone, and of the 180 species 
found in North and Central America, only 12 have been recorded in 
South Carolina. 

These 12 species can be divided into two basic groups-the cave bats 
and the tree bats. The most common cave bats found in South Carolina 



In seeming defiance of gravity, female bats have 
been known to fly with more than their own weight 
in young clinging to the mother's fur. 
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Bats are one of the most uniquely adapted forms of 
mammals. The wing consists of bones similar to 
man's hand with a thin membrane of skin for a 
covering. 
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are the evening bat, the eastern pipistrelle and the big-eared bat. Among 
tree bats, the red bat and the Seminole bat are the most widespread. Cave 
bats and tree bats live entirely different lives. 

The eastern pipistrelle is the smallest bat found in South Carolina. 
Hardly bigger than a good-sized moth, this cave bat is three inches long 
with a wing-span of nine inches. It is dark brown above and yellowish
brown below. Pipistrelles, like other cave bats, are gregarious. They 
usually gather together in large numbers during the day and roost in 
caves, crevices, attics or hollow trees. They are normally seen only in the 
early evening when they come out to fly erratically above the tree tops in 
search of insects. 

Pipistrelles normally spend at least part of the winter in hibernation. 
Again , large groups gather together, usually in attics or hollow trees, and 
spend the winter together. During hibernation, the pipistrelles enter a 
torpid state; their temperature drops and their metabolism slows. 

The pipistrelles mate before going into hibernation and sperm is carried 
over the winter by the female bat. When spring comes, ovulation occurs 
and the sperm implants the egg. A litter of one or two young is born in 
early summer. Female pipistrelles, as do most cave bats, gather together in 
large groups called nurseries. Here, in relatively protected areas, the 
mothers give birth and raise their young. 

Giving birth while hanging upside down is tricky but the bat has made 
unique adaptations. The female delivers while hanging head upward, 
suspended by her thumbs. The newborn bat is caught in her tail mem
brane and immediately climbs up her body to cling to mother 's breast. 

Most of the time, the female pipistrelle will leave her young roosting in 
the nursery when she forages for food, although she occasionally carries 
them with her. After about a month, the young are weaned and are able to 
fly and forage on their own. The males usually rejoin the females at this 
time and both sexes are found together, along with the young, during 
hibernation . 
, Tree bats live a very different kind of existence. They are solitary animals 
and do not congregate in large numbers. As the name implies, they are 
usually found roosting in trees and seldom enter caves or houses. 

The red bat is the most common tree bat in South Carolina and is found 
in the state year-round. Male red bats are easily recognized by their bright 
rusty red fur while the female is much duller. Red bats are about four 
inches long and have a wingspan of 14 inches. 

Red bats and most other species of tree bats do migrate south instead of 
hibernating to escape the freezing temperatures of winter. The red bats 
that breed in South Carolina remain here during the relatively mild winter 
and are joined by others from the North. Hoary bats and silver-haired bats 
also journey to South Carolina during the winter and return north in the 
spring. 

Like pipistrelles, the red bat mates in the fall , but fertilization is delayed 
until spring. The females bear their young alone instead of forming 
nurseries. 

Red bats have unusally large litters for bats; sometimes three or four 
young are born. This many offspring create quite a problem. Females 
frequently carry the young with them. Scientists have collected female 
red bats carrying young whose group weights exceeded the individual 
weights of the mothers. 

Until recently, South Carolina's bat population had dwindled. The 
extensive spraying of insecticides in previous years seriously depleted the 
number of both cave and tree bats. This trend was reversed when the use 
of strong insecticides, such as DDT, was curtailed. 

Without that obstacle, South Carolinians more frequently will spot this 
mysterious mammal skimming the treetops on silent wings. It is a sight 
worthy of curiosity, even of awe, but those who view the bat with horror 
are blinded by myth. 
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As the tornado's winds rip at 
the outside of a house, inside 
air expands explosively into 
the vacuum at the twister's 

center, creating near total 
destruction of the home. 

Almost 200 South 
Carolinians were 

killed by tornadic 
storms between 

1920 and 1959. 

The tornado had intensified, weak
ened and re-intensified as it moved 
across the state. As the gray funnel cloud 
passed through Lexington County, it de
molished the recently completed Steed
man school. One teacher and three 
students died in the storm. Twin tor
nado funnels were observed as the tor
nado entered Richland County while 
hail stones as large as goose eggs 
heralded its advent in Cayce. The most 
severe damage occurred in the Horrell 
Hill- Lykesland area. Rescue workers 
sifted through the rubble of the Horrell 
Hill School, desperately working to help 
the numerous injured children. For four 
of the young students, these efforts were 
too late. South Carolina Congressman 
James F. Byrnes issued an appeal to the 
Red Cross for disaster relief. 

Fortunately, few tornadoes have been 
as devastating as the Horrell Hill torna
do of 1924. Almost 200 South Carolinians 
were killed by tornadic storms between 
1920 and 1959, when an average of three 
tornadoes were spotted each year in the 
state. Since 1960 the number of recorded 
tornadoes has increased dramatically to 
an average of 11 per year, while the 
number of deaths has fallen to two per 
year. Advances in meteorology have 
been an important factor in the reduc
tion of fatalities . Improvements in com
munications, weather radar, upper air 
observations and satellite imagery have 

been important elements which have 
helped to provide advance warnings of 
severe weather conditions. 

The dramatic increase in tornadoes re
ported since 1960 does not indicate a cli
matic change and does not mean that the 
number of violent storms will increase. 
It means that more tornadoes are report
ed now than in earlier years. Population 
density has spiraled in South Carolina. 
Major highways are now etched across 
the landscape, transporting millions of 
people through once remote woodlands. 
As our population and activities in
crease, so too will our observation of and 
susceptibility to this most violent of 
wind storms. 

In areas most frequently subject to 
tornadoes, chances are that a tornado 
may strike a specific location only once 
every 250 years. But tornadoes seem to 
be ignorant of statistics. Charleston was 
hit by four tornadoes in 1966. September 
29, 1938, will remain a vivid memory to 
residents, for, on that single day, five 
tornadoes danced through the city. 

D. S. McAlister made these observa
tions. "I was in the hospital building at 
the Citadel about 8 o'clock (that) morn
ing. I had noticed that it was pretty cold 
and I meant to get a heavier coat. While I 
was in the hospital, the lights went off 
and the rain poured in torrents. But I 
didn't hear the wind, for the rain was 
making so much noise. When I stepped 
out, however, I noticed it was much 
warmer and there was a strange feeling 
in the air. When I got home my wife said 
she had seen planks flying through the 
air and she supposed they had dyna
mited a house some distance away. That 
was the first I knew of the tornado. Later 
my sister told me she had seen it coming 
from the ocean." 

Trme has brought many changes to 
the study of weather. A recent innova
tion is the National Oceanic and Atmo
spheric Administration Weather Radio. 
Edwin Weigel of NOAA said Weather 
Radio "is a fast-growing network that 
promises to saturate the nation within 
the next year with continuous broad
casts of storm warnings and the latest 
weather observations and forecasts-24 
hours a day, seven days a week." 

During clement weather, the latest 
observations and forecasts are tape
recorded by local Weather Service offices 
in messages that last from three to five 
minutes. These messages are broadcast 
on a continuous basis. When severe 
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weather threatens, forecasters at the 
local Weather Service office provide 
storm warnings. 

Weigel explained the special alarm 
system. "The system has a feature which 
allows you to be alerted automatically, if 
you choose, when dangerous weather 
such as a tornado or flash flood is on the 
way Radio receivers available for as little 
as $35 will silently monitor the NOAA 
weather broadcasts and automatically 
either sound a siren or come up to audi
ble volume when the forecaster presses a 
button in his office signifying that a 
storm bulletin is forthcoming. These 
'warning-alarm receivers' are especially 
valuable for schools, hospitals, nurs
ing homes, factories and other places 
where large numbers of people are 
congregated." 

Such a warning system could have 
helped to save lives during the 1938 
Charleston tornadoes. Eighty-four 
buildings were completely demolished 
by the strong winds; 160 additional 
structures were damaged . When part of 
the Charleston Paper Company col
lapsed, several persons were pinned be
neath tons of bricks. Two Episcopal 
churches, St. Michael's and St. Philip's, 
suffered damage and "the scene along 
the market was one of the wildest disar
ray and wreckage." 

Much of the last block of the market 
had collapsed, leaving only fragments of 
walls standing. The rest of the market 
sustained damage almost to Church 
Street. Property damage along the 
waterfront was considerable, as huge 
warehouses had their roofs damaged or 
completely blown off. Heavy rains 
which fell throughout the day flooded 
these storehouses, completing the de
struction which the winds had begun. 

A New York Tunes correspondent 
noticed an important element about the 
Charleston tornadoes. "The people of 
Charleston had risen to the emergency, 
and were cooperating to their best de
gree in everything ordered for the best 
interests of the community. It was plain 
that municipal, as well as military, au
thorities had received the cooperation of 
the public in maintaining what seemed 
to us the best possible order and a wholly 
calm community had responded in what 
we felt was an admirable manner," he 
reported . 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt dis
patched the administrator of the Works 
Progress Administration, Harry L. Hop-

-Ji-------------- --- -

kins, to Charleston. Hopkins examined 
the damage and developed a program of 
federal support for the restoration of 
damaged public buildings. 

"One uncommon thing about twister 
number three was that little eddies or 
small secondary whirls apparently broke 
off from the main twister and caused 
considerable damage in spots away from 
the main path." 

When meteorologist John Lockwood 
made this statement in 1938 the tornado 
was a true mystery of nature. It still is, 
but research has gradually increased 
understanding of storm mechanics. The 
small eddies which Lockwood referred 
to are now called suction spots. These 
suction spots form in a perimeter around 
the tornado and dance in a circular fash
ion about the main funnel as the entire 
system moves. It is believed that the suc
tion spots are the vortices which pro
duce wind velocities as great as 500 miles 
per hour. 

Eddy motion is a primary mechanism 
by which energy is transferred in the 
atmosphere. These eddies range in size 
from those which cause leaves to swirl 
around the yard in the fall to large eddies 
which are responsible for global weather 

Since 1960 the 
number of 
tornadoes recorded 
in South Carolina 
has increased to an 
average of 11 per 
year. 

On August 28, 1884, the first 
known photograph of a 
tornado was taken near 
Howard, South Dakota . The 
heaviest damage is sometimes 
produced by spouts such 
as those shown rotating 
around the main funnel. 
These spouts may consist of 
winds of up to 500 miles per 
hour. 
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Tornado watches 
are issued to alert 

the public to the 
possibility of tor

nado development 
when conditions 
are favorable for 

tornado formation. 

Advance Warning 

The conditions shown below 
would indicate a high 
probability of tornado 

formation for an area 100 
miles by 250 miles near the 

Great Lakes. Weathermen at 
the National Severe Storms 

Forecast Center in Kansas 
City, Missouri, constantly 

monitor nationwide weather 
conditions to issue watches as 
far in advance of destructive 

storms as possible. 

patterns. Kirlian photography shows 
that eddy motion takes place at scales 
invisible to the human eye . Convection 
currents of heat rising from a warm 
pavement or water vapor being trans
pired from a plant move into the atmo
sphere in small eddies. But the vortex of 
a tornado or suction spot is the most 
powerful and most dangerous eddy cur
rent which occurs in the atmosphere. 

Tornadoes result from the develop
ment of intense low pressures. The air 
swirls or converges into the low pres
sure, generally in a counterclockwise di
rection in the Northern Hemisphere. 

An example of the size of this circular 
eddy was visible to Miss Mollie Ellis in 
April 1944. When a tornado struck her 
home, every tree in the front yard was 
uprooted . Ellis, who lived by the 
Abbeville-Due West highway, found the 
trees lying flat on the ground in opposite 
direction from each other. 

Tornadoes have occurred in South 
Carolina during all seasons of the year 
and during all hours of the day. Twisters 
have appeared near frontal zones where 
sharp changes in temperature, moisture 
and winds often exist. They have de
veloped within intense squall lines 

which sometimes form ahead of cold 
fronts and during thunderstorm activity. 
John C. Purvis, meteorologist-in-charge 
in Columbia, has observed that "the 
most important aspect of tornado forma
tion is the presence of layers of air which 
have contrasting characteristics of tem
perature, moisture, density and wind 
flow. Complex energy transformations 
produce the tornado vortex." 

Despite various modes of formation., 
there are distinct seasonal and daily pat
terns. In South Carolina the greatest 
number of tornadoes occur during April 
and May. A secondary maximum period 
exists during August and September. 
Often these late summer tornadoes are 
in association with the movement of 
tropical storms and hurricanes. This was 
the case when Hurricane Cleo passed 
through the state on August 29, 1964, 
generating six small tornadoes. 

Most weak and moderate tornadoes 
develop during the afternoon hours 
when surface heating from solar radia
tion is at a maximum, or during dusk 
when changes in atmospheric stability, 
produced by the setting of the sun, cause 
thunderstorms to intensify. Violent tor
nadoes, however, show no pattern of 
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Number of Tornadoes Reported 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

development nor preference in hour of 
occurrence. 

At 1:15 a.m., on April 16, 1944, a tor
nado of major intensity struck the city of 
Greenwood, killing 10 persons. Consid
erable damage was sustained by the 
Greenwood County Hospital when the 
roof was torn off by the strong winds. A 
reporter for the Index-Journal ,a Green
wood newspaper,filed this account: "In 
two wards, patients were covered with 
debris and had to be extricated from 
piles of bricks and columns from the 
porches. They suffered only minor in
juries and allayed the fears of patients 
already in the hospital. Patients from the 
wrecked rooms were placed along the 
corridors. Blankets were hung over open 
windows and doors to keep winds from 
blowing in to endanger patients suffer
ing from shock and injuries." 

James F. Byrnes, then War Mobiliza
tion Director, wired a telegram to the 
people of Greenwood promising relief 
assistance. The Greenwood Armory was 
used as an emergency station and a med
ical detachment was dispatched from the 
Greenville Army Air Base to assist local 
workers . 

Many residents responded to the 
emergency with courage and concern for 
their neighbors. Mrs. Mary E. Kipford, 
who was familiarly known as "Granny," 
had been bedridden in the hospital for 
four years suffering from a fractured hip. 
After the tornado had damaged the hos
pital and injured over 100 persons in the 

surrounding area, she relinquished her 
room at the hospital to make it available · 
for possible needier cases, promising 
tearful nurses;'When you get the place 
fixed up again, I'll be back." 

lrucks from the mills, Long Motor 
Lines and a number of individual 
owners were volunteered in removing 
furniture and evacuating the homeless 
under the direction of the Red Cross. 

An account of the storm by one family 
provides an example of what not to do in 
the advent of a tornado. "I was awak
ened by the sound of the approaching 
tornado . I aroused my husband and told 
him to lower the windows. The wind 
was so strong it prevented him from 
getting the windows down, and that 
was when we realized that a disaster was 
impending." 

The couple was fortunate that they 
were unable to seal the windows. All too 
often closed houses explode during the 
passage of tornadoes because of a tre
mendous pressure differential. If win
dows are left slightly ajar, the pressure 
inside the house will decrease as a low 
pressure vortex passes. 

This tornado, which had first touched 
down in Anderson County, traveled a 
total distance of 80 miles. Over 200 
buildings were completely destroyed 
and an additional 334 buildings were 
damaged . A total of 18 persons lost their 
lives and 116 were injured. 

Deaths resulting from storm damage 
had fallen considerably in the state until 

South Carolina's Peak 
Tornado Months 

Rapidly fluctuating 
temperatures and clashing air 
masses cause spring and fall 
to be the peak tornado 
seasons. 

Tornado warnings 
are issued only 
when a tornado has 
been sighted or 
indicated by radar. 
Persons in the 
storm's path should 
take shelter. 
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1973. Between 1964 and 1972 not one 
South Carolinian was killed by a torna
do. Then on March 31, 1973, at 7:30 p.m. , 
a tornado funnel dropped from the base 
of cumulonimbus clouds. The tornado 
slammed into Slaton Motel about three 
miles east of Calhoun Falls, lifted the 
entire building from the foundation up
ward, carried it across the highway, and 
scattered the remnants of the structure 
across almost two acres of a muddy field. 
Three bodies were found among the 
debris. The tornado continued carving 
out a path of destruction as it ripped 
through the northern section of Abbe
ville, demolishing 50 homes and killing 
several more people. A total of seven 
persons died in the Abbeville tornado. 
Not since the Greenwood tornado had 
the death toll from a single tornado been 
so great. An Abbeville resident assessed 
the damage: " It would be senseless to 
even think about rebuilding these 
homes. We'll have to finish the job of 
demolition, move the rubble away and 
start all over again." 

The winds of a tornado sometimes 
create situations which border upon the 
incredible. Before going to bed, J. M. 
Stevenson of Greenwood had always 
placed his money and keys in an up
turned hat on the dresser. After a tor-
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nado had demolished his home, he 
found the hat in the same location on the 
dresser, but the money had disap
peared. His son found a piece of paper 
money which had been driven "like a 
razor blade" into a brick wall in another 
room of the house. 

When the Horrell Hill tornado passed 
through Florence, the 5-week-old child 
of Bascom Proseer was lifted on a mat
tress and carried more than a 100 yards 
from the house . The child was found 
awake and unhurt. 

On May 7, 1933, Dexter Brown Jr. was 
in Belton driving inside his garage, 
when the garage was suddenly lifted 
and smashed to the ground. The car 
sustained slight damage while Brown 
escaped injury. 

There is no way to prevent tornadoes 
from occurring. These violent storms are 
still only partially understood even 
though the types of conditions which 
create the vortex have been identified. 
This knowledge allows the forecast mete
orologist to disseminate severe storm 
warnings, but does not give him enough 
information to pinpoint the precise loca
tion that a tornado may develop. 

Recent studies with Doppler radar 
have yielded promising results, how
ever. Conventional radar shows precipi
tation; Doppler radar detects motion of 
the atmosphere. Researchers at National 
Severe Storms Laboratory in Norman, 
Oklahoma, have discovered that a char
acteristic wind pattern, detectable only 
by Doppler radar, occurs prior to the 
development of a tornado . Since the dis
covery of this wind pattern, meteorolo
gists at NSSL have accurately predicted 
the occurrence of several tornadoes up to 
30 minutes BEFORE the funnel clouds 
were visible! 

There are several ways to prepare for 
the advent of severe weather. Become 
familiar with good safety procedures
where to take shelter if a tornado is ap
proaching or how to protect yourself 
from objects tossed about by winds. 
NOAA offers the following suggestions: 

The basement offers the greatest 
safety. Seek shelter under sturdy furni
ture if possible. In homes without base
ments, take cover in the center part of the 
house, on the lowest floor, in a small 
room such as a closet or bathroom, or 
under sturdy furniture. Keep some win
dows open, but stay away from them. 

In schools, follow advance plans to an 
interior hallway on the lowest floor. If 

the building is not of reinforced con
struction, go to a nearby one that is, or 
take cover outside on low, protected 
ground. Stay out of auditoriums, gym
nasiums and other structures with wide, 
free-span roofs . 

Mobile homes are particularly vul
nerable to overturning during strong 
winds and should be evacuated when 
strong winds are forecast. Damage can 
be minimized by securing trailers with 
cables anchored in concrete footing. 
11-ailer parks should have a community 
storm shelter, but if there is no shelter 
nearby, leave the trailer park and take 
cover on low, protected ground. 

In open country, move away from the 
tornado's path at right angles. If there is 
not time to escape, lie flat in the nearest 
ditch or ravine. 

Consult representatives of the Dis
aster Preparedness Agency for infor-

mation pertaining to locally developed 
protection procedures. 

If possible, report sightings of tornado 
funnels or occurrences of damaging 
winds to the nearest weather service of
fice or to local law enforcement officials. 

Learn about the types of weather sys
tems which produce tornadoes and, 
when unstable weather develops, listen 
for warnings from National Weather 
Service meteorologists. 

Dust particles and debris 
sucked up into the tornado's 
fu nnel make the storm visible. 
Debris has not yet reached 
the top of this storm 
photographed over Denver 
International Airport on 
May 18, 1975 . 
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"Nature I loved and 
next to Nature, Art." 

No more fitting 
epitaph could grace 

the tombstone of Alice 
Ravenel Huger Smith 

(1876-1958) who 
devoted her life to 

depictions of the 
Carolina Lowcountry. 

by Martha Severens 

re ruly in harmony with her 
native land, Smith 
proclaimed its beauty to 
the world through her art. 
She discovered the 

potential of Lowcountry landscapes and 
intentionally limited herself to them, 
describing the scenes in her 
"Reminiscences."* 

"Indeed I loved it all- pine barrens 
before the lumber companies had taken 
the great stately pines and left only 
saplings-though I loved them too
and the swamps with their age-old 
cypresses rising from the dark, clear, 
leaf-stained waters that were amber in 
the shallows and black in the depths, 
forming a wonderful Claude Lorraine 
mirror that turned the turquoise sky into 
a deeper tone of sapphire and reflected 
the great tree trunks with their 
moss-hung branches." 

But Smith was far more than a 
landscapist. Her biography of Charles 
Fraser, the 19th-century Charleston 
miniaturist, uncovered fine examples by 
his hand and became one of the basic 
studies of miniature . She was involved in 
activities at the Gibbes Art Gallery in 
Charleston, including the preparation of 
three significant miniature exhibitions in 
the 1930s. She illustrated "The Dwelling 
Houses of Charleston" (1917), written by 
her father, Daniel Elliott Huger Smith. This 
history of residential architecture was 
instrumental in awakening Charlestonians 
to preservation. Later collaboration with 
Herbert Ravenel Sass recorded life on a 
rice plantation in the 1850s. 

War and poverty made the Smiths a 
close-knit family. In "Reminiscences," 
she associated the year of her birth, 
1876, not with the nation's centennial 
but with the resurgence of the South. 

For her, 1876 was the "year that saw 
determined uprising of the people of 
South Carolina against the terrible 
Reconstruction government . ... The 
riots of 1876 that marked the overthrow 
of the orgy of misrule and oppression 
were my birthright, and poverty was the 
inheritance of the land in which I dwelt. " 

Her grandmother bought the house at 
69 Church Street in Charleston to keep 
the family together and Alice 
remembered that her "childhood had a 
compensating simplicity, an endurance 
and an acceptance that ranked as 
benefits throughout my life." 

Alice Smith's mother died when she 
was twelve. The leading influences in her 
life were her grandmother and her 
father. Eliza Carolina Middleton Huger 
Smith (1824-1918) was remembered as 
the great lawgiver who stressed duty, but 
she was also responsible for giving her 
granddaughter encouragement. "My 
grandmother said I was to be an 
artist-preferably a portrait painter-so 
as a matter of course, I started on the 
appointed road. A great deal of time is 
saved by a signpost plainly lettered." 

D. E. H. Smith (1846-1932) endowed 
his daughter with his love of nature and 
history. As a boy he had spent half of 
each year on the family rice plantation, 
Smithfield, and participated in the 
planting cycles and freedom of the 
out-of-doors. In the same spirit he took 
his children on long Sunday walks. Alice 
Smith recalled visits tochurchyards which 
combined their interests in the outdoors 
with history and genealogy. 

Trips to nearby plantations throughout 
her life sustained the intimate relationship 
between the artist and the countryside. 
Middleton Place, owned by a kinsman, 
was a frequent subject of her paintings. 
A visit to the Charleston plantation was 
recalled in her memoirs with pride. She 
and her father had walked the 14-mile 
distance out and back in one day. In her 
words, "Middleton Place was beautiful
a jewel thrown down in the green woods." 

Smith's artistic training was very 
modest; at the Carolina Art Association, 
she attended classes in oil and watercolor 
conducted by Mlle. L. L. Fery. It may 
have been through this Frenchwoman 
that Smith came to know the fresh visions 
and luminosity of impressionism. 

*All quotes taken from Alice Smith's unpublished 
manuscript in the South Caroli na Historical Society 
at Charleston. 

., 

The Pineland 
From "A Carolina Rice 
Plantation of the Fifties" 
by Herbert Ravenel Sass 
Gift of Alice Smith to the 
Carolina Art Association 
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The Reserve in Winter 
From "A Carolina Rice Plantation of the Fifties" 

by Herbert Ravenel Sass 
Gift of Alice Smith to the Carolina Art Association 

d5J\ n weekly 'causeries' she 
described to us the training 
she had in Paris, and the 
French outlook on art," 
Smith noted. "She 

inculcated in me the rule that watercolor 
should always be transparent and never to 
use opaque color. Although I broke away 
from many of her teachings, that precept I 
obsetve today, a half-century later. " 

Through the South Carolina and West 
Indian Exposition of 1901-1902 and the 
annual exhibitions held at the Gibbes Art 
Gallery after 1905, Smith was exposed 
to consetvative American art. Any 
contact with impressionism and more 
contemporary techniques probably 
came through art periodicals. 

One painter was acknowledged to 
have influenced her development. This 
was Birge Harrison (1855-1929), who, 
about 1910, came to Charleston from 
New York for relaxation. Described as a 
tonal painter, Harrison produced serene 
and poetic paintings, primarily 
landscapes. Asked by Smith if he would 
take her as a student, he declined, 
offering instead to be her critic. She 
recalled one critique during which 
Harrison had asked: 

"Why do you always put moss in your 
pictures? I have looked at it with a view 
to painting it, and it is really 
unpaintable." 

"But Mr. Harrison, that is what I think 
of snow. I have never lived with snow 
and you have never lived with moss." 

Harrison became one of the Smiths' 
close friends and was permitted to use 
one of the outbuildings at 69 Church 
Street as a studio. 

Alice Smith was primarily a self-taught 
artist. Her earliest productions were 
dainty things-dance cards, fans, an 
occasional Negro study, portraits. 

She realized the constraints of the oil 
technique and later recollected: "I began 
to broaden and loosen my method of 
watercolor-and I dropped oils 
altogether. Perhaps because, although 
the latter is the easier medium, I had the 
feeling even then that this country, in its 
soft haze and quiet distances, its usually 
gentle character and simple friendly 
intimacies , was more easily depicted by 
the more transparent medium." 

Instead of copies, Smith undertook 
watercolor portraits of friends and 
relatives , which have a fresh spontaneity. 

19 
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The Wave 
From the collection of Mrs. Caroline Smith Carre 

-.---11111. ut later she abandoned 
these subjects. "Down 

~---. went portrait painting," 
she wrote, "and my 
thoughts were free to be 

akin to the woods and the expressions 
of the great face of earth and sky, not to 
be entangled with the lesser moods of 
human nature." 

Beyond the world of South Carolina, 
it was the Orient that exerted the 
greatest influence on Alice Smith's art. 
Its philosophy, methodology and 
composition were akin to hers. A close 
friendship with Motte Alston Read, a 
cousin and an avid collector of Japanese 
prints, stimulated Smith's own 
development. She tried her hand at 
woodblock prints. Striking similarities of 
theme and style can be seen between 
her works and those of the Japanese 
Ukiyo-e printmakers. The incidence of 
flower and bird studies, the depiction 
of moonlit scenes and a concern for 
seasonal aspects of the landscape recur 
in both. The designs are generally 
asymmetrical, with simple outlines and 
bold forms dominating. 

In "Lord of the Edisto Beaches" the 
focus is the eagle who sits unperturbed 
as a light rain falls. The subject and 
composition relate directly to a 
woodblock print "Falcon on a Pine 
Branch" by the Japanese printmaker 
Hiroshige. Similarly understated, both 
have a diagonally placed branch on 
which a powerful bird sits. 

In Smith's prints the juxtaposition of 
black and deep blue in flat areas was 
clearly derived from the Japanese 
masters. In prints like "Moonlight on the 
Cooper River," where moss-hung trees 
are silhouetted against a light sky, the 
mood is one of almost Oriental serenity. 
A short-lived etching experiment followed, 
but both printmaking techniques were 
abandoned about 1924. 

"Just about that time, however, my 
zeal was gently curbed by my father. He 
asked me one day of what profession I 
called myself. 'An artist-a watercolor 
artist,' I responded hastily. 

"Then all I can say, dear, is that side 
excursions are very good, but remember 
that if you chase too many rabbits you 
will lose the fox." 

From the mid-twenties on, watercolor 
was her primary medium . Having laid 
her paper flat on a table, she stood 
above it and brushed on her colors. She 
rarely wiped them off, allowing for 



surprisingly brilliant, yet fluid tones. 
Aware of the fragility of watercolors, she 
investigated her pigments to assure their 
durability. A story relating how she came 
to use a meat platter as a palette is 
recorded in "Reminiscences." 

"A New York woman came into my 
studio . .. and after a cursory glance at 
my little black paint box with its little 
squares of paint, she said, 'Is that yours?' 

"With the pride of possession I replied 
that it was. 

" 'Oh,' she remarked, 'I paint with a 
meat platter,' and there was the end of 
the subject. 

"But when she had left, I hied me up 
King Street and bought a meat platter. 
And that obviously led to tubes of moist 
watercolors, and they obviously led to 
brushes larger, and larger, and larger, 
and to more and more water and with 
these I was able to practice what I knew 
to be so, that this country is wide, and 
free , lovely in detail but broad in 
character." 

Emulating the Oriental method of 
memory sketches, Alice Smith went out 
into the country and absorbed it: " . . . 
my mind was being stored with my 
subjects. It was there that I trained my 
memory to paint what I had seen the 
day before, and I would jot down 12 to 
14 'effects' that had caught my eye as 
we walked or drove by." 

The results were a primary concern for 
the essence of the landscape and its 
mood, rather than the structure and 
detail of it. 

One theme throughout her paintings 
is that of metamorphosis, whether due 
to time, season or man. Like Claude 
Monet, the French Impressionist, 
she made a study of the sun as it rose 
each day. The moon as a mere sliver, 
a half crescent or on the rise, appeared 
frequently in her work The fiery 
colors of autumn, the jubilant tones 
of spring and the cool drabness of 
winter are all captured in her paintings 
and in her words. 

"The fields were beautiful alike when 
green or tawny in the fall , or silver when 
the grasses were in their last glory. 
Others were orange when the 
broom-grass had its November coloring. 
The rice-fields were golden with the ripe 
rice in summer." 

Instant transformations due to weather 
preoccupied her, and like her Japanese 
counterparts, the storm held a great 
fascination. 

Moonlight over Charleston 
Gift of Miss Charlotte Dillingham to the 
Carolina Art Association 
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Moonlight on Cooper River 
a woodcut 

Gift of Alice Smith to the 
Carolina Art Association 

henever I was able to do 
so I would go out to 
one of the beaches aft"'r 
a storm. Sometimes 
there were angry waters 

as in 'Tumultuous Surf' which 
was one of my pictures. Sometimes 
there was glorious color from the clear 
atmosphere following the winds." 

Rainbows captured her imagination 
and became the subject for one of her 
later paintings. Water, in the form of 
rivers, ponds and ocean, was all important 
to Alice Smith; it created transitory 
reflections of the trees and grasses, and 
gave life to the land she loved. 

The demise of the rice plantation was 
the greatest change with which Smith 
grappled. While a child, she had learned 
from her father the great importance of 
the rice culture to her heritage and that 
of South Carolina. She must have been 

distraught when later she realized that 
rice plantations would exist no more in 
her homeland. With a scholar's concern 
for accuracy, she recorded the activities 
of a rice plantation in 30 watercolors 
which illustrate Sass' text, "A Carolina 
Rice Plantation of the Fifties." The first of ~ 
the series is a shaft of rice, without 
peripheral detail, which she embodied 
with dignity. 

Because they are illustrations, these 
paintings have more human participants 
than usual. Stylistically, the paintings 
are conservative with carefully balanced 
compositions and greater control of the 
medium. Poignant touches recur, such as 
the black man peacefully fishing on a 
dike or the visit of the plantation owner's 
wife to the fields with her children. 

Asked for his appraisal of this series, 
an old rice planter was quoted, "You 
have left out the last picture; you 
should have a poor planter standing 
on a bank, holding onto a tree and 
watching his crop swirling down the 
river in a storm." 

While human figures were the 
exception in her mature work, birds 
regularly played an indispensable role. 
Sometimes they appear as the focus, as 
in "Lord of the Edisto Beaches," but 
usually they are used as accents to the 
composition. Herons, egrets and pelicans 
participate in the moods of the paintings 
and help to involve the spectator. In 
"Moon at Dawn" the heron seems to r 
contemplate the moon as it rises over 
the moss-laden trees. 

"If we came up the creek to the barn 
the sun might be setting, or the moon 
rising, heron would be slowly flying 
homeward,a fish would leap like silver and 
fall back into shimmering ripples, and 
from the field wild ducks would send 
out their cheerful,sociable quacking ... . 

"At Willow Lake on the Island I 
renewed and extended my fellowship 
with all the herons and waders. They 
were there in countless numbers, but the 
one I became best acquainted with was 
a great white egret whom I met under a 
clump of willows. I had crawled under 
these to enjoy the ceiling they made of 
clear light-golden green leaves over the 
steel-gray water, and as I crouched in the 
mud I found another soul had found the 
same refuge. There he stood. His 
motionless form erect in its curving silver 
grace. We shared the peace for awhile till 
I heard my friends calling me to the 
world outside, and I had to go. Later I 
painted it. 



Moon at Dawn 
A portion of a watercolor given by Mrs. William Simms to the Carolina Art Association 
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Cattle in the Broom-Grass-An Autumn Evening 
From "A Carolina Rice Plantation of the Fifties" by Herbert Ravenel Sass 

Gift of Alice Smith to the Carolina Art Association 
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hen I am painting 
birds I like to put 
myself down on a 
level with them and 
make myself one of 

their tribe, not regarding them from the 
height of mankind." 

One set of rather special paintings, 
designed as decorative wooden panels 
for a cottage retreat, focuses upon 
birdlife. Using the natural wood grain, 
Smith created the proper environs for an 
eagle, an egret and two herons among 
the swampy grasses. 

She had an intimate knowledge of 
vegetation, although she admittedly 
could not remember the names of many 
plants. Smith knew the rice and the 
stages of its cultivation through her work 
with Sass. The tall and elegant 
cypresses, the brilliant azaleas and the 
softly blowing swamp grasses are all 
convincingly portrayed in her 
landscapes. She singled out the lotus 
flower as " ... the perfect flower, 
standing singly, each in its own 
perfecting or in acres of crowded 
loveliness." 

On a few summer trips to North 
Carolina and to Canada she did a 
number of paintings which have a 
Chinese, rather than Japanese, quality. 
Mountains, interspersed with haze and 
piled one on top of another rather than 
receding into the distance, relate to the 
great Chinese landscape scrolls in her 
treatment of atmosphere and space. She 
admitted that her unfamiliarity with 
mountains made her reluctant to take a 
brush along. 

Because her travels were limited, Alice 
Smith devoted her artistic expression to 
one locale. As a result, her work has 
inspired a group of local followers which 
continues to grow in number and 
enthusiasm today. Charleston's Gibbes 
Art Gallery and many of its most elegant 
homes now display her Lowcountry 
scenes. Some critics say no one has 
surpassed her sensitivity and total kinship 
to that landscape. 

Smith once explained the boundaries 
she placed on her subject matter: 

"Circumstances prevented me from 
going to a large city where art schools 
and galleries might help the traveller on 
his way, and so I reasoned to myself that 
if I could not see the great cities I might 
follow the old fable of the young men 
who dug in their fields for treasure, but 
not finding it they made·wonderful crops 

out of the spaded land-so I knew that 
my own lovely, flat country of rice fields, 
of pinewoods, of cypress swamps, of 
oaks, and lotus, and all their attendant 
feathered folk would yield me a full 
harvest if diligently spaded." 

Martha R. Seuerens is curator of collections at the 
Gibbes Art Gallery. A collection of reproductions 
of the Rice Plantation Series is available through the 
Gibbes Art Gallery, 135 Meeting Street, Charleston, 
South Carolina, 29401 . 

Fishing in a Ricefield Trunk 
an etching 
Gift of Alice Smith to the 
Carolina Art Association 

Portrait of 
Alice Ravenel Huger Smith 
by Alicia Rhett 
From the collection of Robert Cuthbert 
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Few Santee-Cooper anglers are aware of a super sportfish that 
rivals the landlocked striper in size and pulling power. Stocked 15 

years ago from Arkansas waters, blue catfish in the 50-to 100-pound range 
will take anything from cut herring to an artificial plug or spoon. 

by Pat Robertson 

Midnigh t is a quiet time on the seven-mile-long Diversion 
Canal between Lake Marion and Lake Moultrie. Gone is the 
din of boating traffic . An occasional car or truck passing over 
the grating of the high canal bridge is the only audible re
minder of daytime activity. The constantly rippling waters 
give no hint that, deep within them, catfish of monstrous size 
wait for those who know where and how to catch them. 

On this particular night, I was here to catch big blue catfish 
or see them caught by Del Durette, who lives near the canal. 

Durette's habit of bringing in monster blue and channel 
catfish has earned him the unofficial title of "Catfish King." 

The blue is the largest catfish in the Un ited States . There are 
historical accounts of big blues weigh ing from 200 to more 
than 300 pounds. Those catches were made in the Mississippi 
and Missouri Rivers drainages, the native waters of blue cats. 
According to state fishery b iologist Miller White, the largest 
blue taken in recent years came from the Osage River in 
Missouri and weighed 117 pounds. Wh ite believes it very 
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possible that South Carolina fishermen can land blues of such 
size in the Santee-Cooper reservoir system, which comprises 
Lake Marion and Lake Moultrie. 

The first blue catfish were stocked in the two lakes when 
South Carolina swapped some of its unique landlocked 
striped bass for 8251-pound blue catfish from Arkansas. That 
was 15 years ago and Durette, for one, has not ignored the 
development of the blue catfish in our waters . He has hooked 
fish in the Diversion Canal that he was unable to turn. 

Durette lit a lantern and stationed it atop the big ice chest 
behind our seats. 

"I've hooked them and they'd just keep going toward Lake 
Moultrie . They would strip 200 yards of line from the reel, 
then break it off." 

Once he almost landed one he believes would have ex
ceeded 80 pounds. He had loaned his gaff that day and had no 
way of getting the monster aboard. 

"We had a landing net in the boat and already had used it to 
bring a 37-pounder aboard when I hooked this big cat. I 
played the fish until I got him up to the side of the boat and my 
fishing partner told me I'd better take a look." 

Keeping the rod tip high, Durette had eased to the side of 
the boat and faced a catfish whose head was too big to slide 
into the landing net. Man and monster had eyed each other 
until the big blue slid beneath the lantern's glow. It stripped 
off line and finally snapped it at the reel spool. 

"We probably would have landed him if we'd had the gaff 
aboard," Durette lamented . "We nicknamed him 'The Sub' 
because he was so big." 

With only 15 years to develop, the Santee-Cooper blue cats 
appear to have grown at a fantastic rate . 

The state record for these catfish is 48 pounds, but larger 
fish have been landed. Durette himself has caught several that 
weighed more, but he didn't bother to get them certified by a 
fishery biologist. Early last fall, Durette fished five nights 
straight and came to the dock five mornings with blue catfish 
that weighed more than 40 pounds. One of those nights he 
boated 10 large blues. The biggest weighed 53 pounds; the 
next one 47 pounds. 

For eight years after the lakes were stocked, few blue cats 
were caught. Then, in 1972, according to Joe Logan, chief of 
freshwater fisheries , young blue catfish, younger than had 
been stocked, began showing up in the biologists' studies . 
From that time through the present, catches of larger and 
larger blues increased dramatically. 

In 1972 Santee-Cooper fishermen began reporting catches 
in the 20-pound category. The reports continued and sizes 
went up regularly at the rate of two to three pounds per week. 

Santee-Cooper catfish may be growing even faster than 
those in the blue 's native waters . White cited studies done in 
other states. 

"In Kentucky Lake in Tennessee, 10-year-old fish averaged 
only 35 inches in length . In Lake Texoma, Oklahoma, 10-year
old fish were 42 inches long. That area recorded the fastest 
growth of any area I have information on . Watt's Bar Lake in 
Tennessee had 9-year-old fish that averaged only 26 inches in 
length. " 

All these lakes are in the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers 
drainage system. In the Santee-Cooper drainage system, 
White has checked two big blue catfish for growth rate. One 
was 43 inches long, 48 pounds and almost 9 years old. The 

other was 42.5 inches, 48 pounds and less than 8 years old . 
Comparisons show that South Carolina's stocked blue cat

fish are as large at eight years as those in their native waters 
are at 10 years in their best growth rate area. "You can infer 
from that information that ours grow faster than those in 
other waters," said White. 

The current state record, a 48-pound fish,was caught by Al 
Christopher of Goose Creek in the summer of 1977. White is 
sure that record will be broken when Palmetto State fisher
men learn how to fish for the blues. 

Christopher caught his blue cat on a favored artificial lure 
for largemouth bass, the Hopkins Spoon! Robert Ashcroft of 
Mount Pleasant, whom White says has caught more big cat
fish than anybody he knows, trolls for them with a Rebel plug. 
Ashcroft uses 65-pound braided dacron line on a saltwater rod 
and reel. Christopher also uses heavy duty tackle. 

But Christopher has hooked other bluecats that he con
sidered bigger than the one he caught, White said. White 
himself has seen bigger fish floating dead in the water. He has 
a report of another fisherman who weighed in a 51-pounder at 
the Canal Motel. 

"Commercial fishermen tell me they have caught blue cats 
up to 60 pounds on their trotlines. And since we have fish out 
there now that are more than 14 years old, it's logical to believe 
there are some in the 100-pound category," White said . 

White thinks the bigger fish will start showing up in the 
sport fisherman's boat when he changes his methods. "Our 
fishermen just don' t know how to catch them yet," White 
said. "Most are using conventional catfishing techniques, but 
the blue cat is not like our other catfish." 

The blue catfish is a predator, more so than other catfish. It 
eats a lot of other fish. While most catfish lie close to the 
bottom, the blue cat gets up into the open water like a game 
fish. There have even been reports of blue cats schooling on 
the surface and feeding on shad like striped bass. 

White said it is his observation that the bigger fish so far 
have been caught with something other than catfish bait. 
What's caused the fish's success as far as the fisherman is 
concerned is that there are a lot of big ones out there and they 
will take artificial baits. They are more of a sporting fish than 
any of our other catfish. 

Fishing for the blue cats has centered around the Diversion 
Canal so far, but White believes there are a lot of places where 
they congregate out in the lakes. April through October are 
the best months to fish for them as they become inactive and 
feed very little during the winter. Natural baits include cut 
herring, gizzard shad and mullet. 

White and Logan both believe the blue catfish has made an 
exciting addition to the already reknowned fishery of Santee 
Cooper. "We felt the blue cat could fill an important niche in 
Santee-Cooper," said Logan. "Even though the world record 
channel catfish came from Santee-Cooper, the main catfish 
population was the white catfish which provided a good 
commercial fishery. We were not concerned with them (blue 
cats) replacing the white catfish and there are still plenty of 
white catfish." 

When the federal hatchery at Orangeburg obtained some 
fingerling blue cats from Arkansas, White netted some in 
the Santee-Cooper system. These fish are raised to sub-adult 
size too large for predation by largemouth bass- then 
stocked into the state's managed lakes. Lake Wallace at Ben-
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Monster blue catfish are becoming more numerous in the 
murky waters of Lake Moultrie, where Bill Lindsey (above) 

of Eutawville caught this 40-pounder. 

nettsville was the first lake to receive the blue catfish reared in 
South Carolina. 

To make the blue catfish a sport and trophy fish for the 
state's anglers, the wildlife department has treated it as a 
game fish in recent proposed regulations. "Anything above a 
certain length will be illegal for the commercial fisherman," 
said Logan. "This will save the trophy for the sportsman and 
also save the brood stock in our lakes." 

The blue cat is fairly easy to distinguish from its closest 
cousin in appearance, the channel cat. The blue, channel and 
white catfish are the only true forktail catfish in the state . 
Logan said that the blue cat's anal fin looks like somebody 
took a pair of scissors and cut it straight. The same fin on the 
channel cat is rounded. The blue catfish has a bluish cast and 
it lacks the black spots often found on the channel catfish. 

Spawning occurs from April through June. Spawning fish 
must be at least 4 to 5 years old. Natural underwater cavities 
providing semidarkness and seclusion are preferred as nest
ing sites. The male first selects and cleans out the nest, then 
entices a female to join him. Eggs take about one week to 
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hatch, during which time they are guarded by the male. The 
young fry remain in the nest for another week, guarded by the 
male, until they swim away. 

The murky waters of the Santee-Cooper system apparently 
have the turbidity in which to hide the blue catfish fry from 
predation by other fish such as largemouth bass. 

In 1968 some 520 blue cats were stocked in Lake Hartwell 
where the waters are clearer than the Santee-Cooper's. Only 
one blue cat that is a certain result of reproduction has shown 
up in Hartwell creel counts and other studies. Fishery biolo
gists believe the blue cat fry in Hartwell are being eaten 
before they can grow to adult size. 

The largest blue catfish on record weighed 315 pounds and 
was caught from the Missouri River just after the Civil War. 
The account was reported in the book, "Steamboating Sixty
Five Years On Missouri Rivers" by Capt. William L. Heck
man. Heckman stated that at the time it was common to catch 
catfish weighing from 125 to 200 pounds. Commercial fishing 
is believed to have been responsible for the disappearance of 
these larger specimens. 

State fishery biologists are not willing to predict blue cats at 
much bigger than 100 pounds for Santee-Cooper. Restrictions 
on commercial fishing will certainly allow for growth of some 
large trophy fish in the system. 

We had eaten a late supper and brought the boat into the 
canal after midpight. Durette had steered the boat down
stream toward Lake Moultrie for a short distance, then turned 
up the north bank to a spot he fishes frequently. 

After anchoring the boat, he cut filets from a mullet and put 
a generous sliver on a long-shanked 3-aught hook. The hook 
was tied on a 15-inch leader which was attached to a barrel 
swivel. Above the swivel on the main line was a 
1-ounce, ball-type slip sinker. It is a conventional catfish rig, 
but the hunk of bait is much larger than if we'd been fishing 
for 5-pound channel cats. 

This rig is used on each of his eight- to nine-foot rods. The 
rods are outfitted with Ambassadeur reels which carry 17- to 
20-pound test line . Durette likes to play his fish with the 
resiliency of the rod and the adjustable drag on the reel. He 
has found this rig works very well for blue cat night fishing in 
the canal. 

It is late and we have several fish in the boat, but no blue 
cats . In the glow of the lantern, I see one of the rod tips jerk 
violently, and the rod slides sternward. I grab for it and try to 
set the hook. It feels like I've hung into the bottom; although 
I'm cranking furiously, the line begins to peel off the reel. 

The minutes pass slowly as I play the fish under Durette's 
coaching. My left hand and wrist are aching from the constant 
pressure and the rod butt is digging a hole in my stomach. 

Several times I get the fish up to the boat and we can see a 
vague outline in the water, but each time he sees the light of 
the lantern and dives back down to the depths of the canal. 

Finally, the incessant drag of the reel and the pressure on the 
rod begin to take their toll and I can tell the fish is tiring. The 
big catfish comes to the side of the boat and Durette slips the 
gaff under its gills. 

When we get back to the landing, the fish weighs in at 24 
pounds, perhaps small by blue cat standards, but plenty big 
enough for my first duel with the new king of Santee-Cooper 
catfish. 
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Obligatio-.,, 
Overdue: 
An Ethic For Plant Survival 

by Julie Lumpkin 

Through ignorance and greed 
the varieties of green plants 

that amazed South Carolinas 
first explorers have been 

drastically reduced. There must 
be a new system of dealing 
with the environment that 

protects all life forms. 

For centuries plants were valued 
only for their real or imagined 
culinary, magical or medicinal 
properties. But with the introduction 
of gardening and botany in the 
18th-century Age of Reason, the study 
of plants was revived as a respectable 
scientific enterprise. 

As part of that intensely intellectual 
age, the botanists who collected plants 
and animals in the New World enjoyed 
a curiosity for the unknown and 
unexplored. The study of science was 
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tain Sweet Pitcher Plant 

Since pitcher plants are commonly thought 
to grow in the coastal plain, mountain 
sweet pitcher plant distinguished itself in 
South Carolina by occurring only along 
streams in the mountains. Although there is 
no lack of seemingly appropriate streamside 
habitat, the species' known populations are 
very few. Like the Venus' fly trap , this 
pitcher plant is subject to exploitation by 
both commercial businesses and private 
individuals. 

:l -; • ~eatened Statewide 
• .. ¥ .r ' 

~(;• Prized by Asian and North American 
natives for its mystical hea ling powers, for 
centuries ginseng has been in tremendous 
demand . In 1718 an enterprising Jesuit 
missionary perceived the plant's profit value 
in the international export trade, which has 
grown to a current$20 million per year. 
Found in 31 states, ginseng is co llec ted so 
avidly that the federal goue rnment requires 
a permit for legal export , w/1ich is only 
issued to states regulating the plant's 
harvest . 

viewed as a fashionable pursuit and 
royalty and gentry alike hired explorers 
to collect botanic curiosities for 
transplanting in Old World gardens 
and herbariums. 

Collectors such as Mark Catesby; 
John Bartram; his son, William 
Bartram; Andre Michaux; and his son, 
Andre Francois Michaux, were 
endorsed by wealthy patrons who 
shared a love for nature . These men 
and others brought hundreds of 
previously unknown plant specimens 
back from North America. 

While these first botanists were 
inspired by the abundance of plant 
varieties, today's botanists are con
cerned with the lack of variety as an 
ever increasing number of plant 
habitats become casualties of modern 
civilization. This latest concern for 
disappearing plants is a relatively 
recent phenomenon which began 
attracting national attention at the 
beginning of this decade. 

The Endangered Species Act of 1969 
was a landmark step toward protecting 
vanishing North American animal 
species, but no protection was 
provided for plants . A group of 
biologists reminded lawmakers that 
plants sorely needed protection too . 
But endangered, threatened or rare 
plants were not given nationwide 
protection until the Endangered 
Species Act was passed in 1973. 

Natfonal protection was a fine idea, 
but the hardest work to be done was 
identifying plant species which most 
needed this protection . In 1975, the 
Smithsonian Institute, under direction 
of the Department of the Interior, 
produced the first list of endangered 
and threatened plant species. The 
Smithsonian produced an updated list 
this past year, but this has not yet been 
sanctioned by the federal government. 

Before plants may be added to the 
official endangered or threatened list, 
they must be added to a list of species 
proposed for protection. 

After a plant recognized as being in 
need of protection is added to the 
proposed list, it is then reviewed to 
determine its status. This review 
process can take a long time . Of 3,100 
plants proposed for nationwide pro
tection, only 17 are officially listed 
on the Federal Register. If a plant is on 
the proposed list, most biologists are 
not willing to jeopardize its survival if 
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it may be listed later in the Federal 
Register. But some landowners and 
developers have been known to 
destroy unique plant habitats before 
they can be reviewed to avoid any 
dispute over future land use . 

" A problem immediately arises in the 
relationship be ween the landowner as 

,. a property holder and the land as a 
support base for life. Unlike plants, 
animals are mobile, often ranging over 
large territories . Because animals do 
not belong to any one piece of land, the 
government can justify protecting them 
on the land. Plants, however, are 
stationary and by law belong to the 
land . Their future is entirely controlled 
by the landowner. 

For this reason, the Endangered 
Species Act has no prohibition against 
taking plants - only against illegal 
transport in interstate or foreign com
merce. The act's strength lies in its 
demand that no actions authorized or 
funded by federal agencies may jeop
ardize an endangered plant's existence. 
With the federal government's 
involvement in so many levels of urban 
and rural life, the act provides 
powerful protection for plants on the 
endangered list. 

Efforts to list plants for protection in 
South Carolina have traditionally been 
handicapped by the indifference of our 
state's research programs to fund plant 
studies in the field . During this past 
year the 95th Congress amended the 
Endangered Species Act so plant 
protection studies are now eligible for 
matching funds from cooperative state 
and federal programs. Since matching 
funds caused a rapid increase in 
endangered animal studies, this 
amendment should have a similar 
effect upon the number of plant 
studies. 

The only plant now protected under 
South Carolina law is the sea oat, 
whose role in sand dune stabilization 
is critical to beach maintenance. Protec
tion for other significant plants comes 
about through more indirect methods. 

Federal agencies like the U.S. Forest 
Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, which owns South Carolina 
land for public use, have rules which 
prohibit destruction of all vegetati'Jn 
without specifying any particular 
species. The South Carolina Depart
ment of Parks, Recreation and 

' Tourism's rules and regulations for 

state parks prohibit disturbing or 
destroying vegetation. These rules 
were passed into law by the state 
General Assembly of 1977-1978 and 
can be enforced by park personnel 
who are now deputized as law 
enforcement officers. 

Despite the efforts of legislators and 
law enforcement officers, the 
responsibility for protection ultimately 
returns to the individual citizen. The 
managers of state properties provide 
public use rules, but power to enforce 
them is limited . The trend in preserves 
and wilderness areas is to emphasize 
the idea that people are temporary, 
privileged visitors who should 
work with management as lay 
conservationists . 

When the South Carolina Heritage 
Trust Program was created in 1974, its 
first priority was to inventory the state 
natural resources that were seriously 
threatened by habitat loss or degra
dation . Working with the Heritage 
Program, state biologists and 
naturalists began to identify those 
significant ecosystems that merit 
protection as valuable representatives 
of South Carolina's natural heritage. 

One of the next milestones reached 
in state plant preservation was the 1976 
South Carolina Endangered Species 
Conference. Biologists, foresters and 
ecologists met for the first time to reach 
a consensus on plants and animals that 
were threatened or endangered. In 1977 
the first state list of threatened or 
endangered native vascular plants was 
published . The list contained 130 
plant species. 

Since the list was produced, the 
Heritage Program's staff biologist, Dr. 
Doug Rayner, has gathered as much 
information as possible about native 
endangered or threatened plants. Last 
year Rayner identified new locations 
for 38 different rare, endangered or 
threatened plants . He also found 
several more significant species which 
had never been listed as rare or 
endangered in the state. 

Rayner compiled a working list of 
South Carolina's rare, threatened or 
endangered plants from his own 
findings and the federal and state 
endangered plants lists. Over 200 
species from Rayner 's working list was 
considered for addition, deletion or 
reevaluation to the formal state list 
when the South Carolina Advisory 
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The rare persistent trillium is particularly 
unique because it is the only plant in South 
Carolina protected by the Endangered 
Species Act of1973 through its fo rmal listing 
in the Federal Register. Out of the numerous 
varieties of trilliums common to the 
mountains, the persistent trillium is 
distinguished by its small size and early 
blooming period. Because the plant's range 
is restricted to the Tugaloo River Gorge in 
Georgia and South Carolina , any alteration 
to its habitat could easil11 destrov til e 
population. · · 

Oconee Bells 
Threatened Statewide 

Shortly after its disco very in 1789, Oconee 
bells was called the "lost Shortia "for its 
exact location was unknown for eighty 
years. Named for the county where it 
grows best and for the shape of its delica te 
blossoms, this plant was imperiled in 1970 
when the reservoir for the Keowee
Toxaway hydroelec tric development flooded 
over half of the plant's critical habitat. 
Although the plant was transplanted to new 
habitat sites previous to construction , its 
chances of survival after relocation are 
tentative . 
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Bog-rose is a widespread eastern North 
American orchid, rare in about half its 
range. In So utlr Carolina it occurs only in 
mountain bogs,which are considered 
endangered habitat by state botanists. 
Because th is orchid grows loosely in 
sphagnum moss, the plant is easily 
disturbed and is exploited most often by 
collectors attempting a transplant to private 
gardens . 

1 escribed by lemson botanist, Dr. John 
. Fairey, as an " ultimate in specialization ," 
Venus' f ly t rap has fascinated observers of 
its death-trap leaves since it was first 
discovered in 1759. In recent years the 
ca rn ivorous plant has been cruelly exploited 
by the novelty trade which has over
co llec ted the exotica and severely damaged 
its survival ra te. Legislation was introduced 
in the 1979 General Assembly to prohibit the 
des truction of the plant whose only known 
habitat in North America is the coastal plain 
between Wilmington , North Carolina , and 
Charleston, South Ca rolina. 

Committee on Rare, Endangered or 
Threatened Plants met in January Any 
list of plants proposed for protection 
must be continuously updated due to 
man-made and natural changes to 
the habitat . 

Maintaining the plant list is a tough 
job, but the hardest work in plant 
protection is public education. 
Identifying endangered plants does no 
good if the public is not told what 
plants are significant and why they 
should be protected. 

Plant identification in the field is not 
always easy, even for a trained biol
ogist. For the untrained individual, 
a good field guide and trips with 
talkative naturalists can point up many 
interesting facts. 

Field trips are not hard to come by in 
South Carolina . Local chapters of the 
Sierra Club, Audubon Society and the 
South Carolina Association of 
Naturalists sponsor outings; the 
Department of Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism sponsors "Wildflower 
Weekends;" and the Department of 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
sponsors outdoor workshops. Through 
these programs anyone interested can 
share in the study of native plants. 

As conservationist Aldo Leopold 
described in "A Sand County 
Almanac'; " If one has cut, split, hauled, 
and piled his own good oak, and let his 
mind work the while , he will remem
ber much about where the heat 
comes from and with a wealth of detail 
denied to those who spend the 
weekend in town astride a radiator. " 

In a country which promotes 
unbridled consumerism, it is difficult 
to convince people that all things may 
not be judged solely by their current 
market prices . Every component of the 
natural world does not have to be used 
for man's benefit. Plants and animals 
have value in their own rights as living 
organisms . We must learn to practice a 
true land ethic. 

Leopold wrote 30 years ago, "There 
is yet no ethic dealing with man's 
relation to land and the animals and 
plants which grow upon it. The 
land-relation is still economic, entailing 
privileges but no obligations ." 

To bring about such an ethic, 
Leopold advised: " . . . quit thinking 
about decent land-use as solely an 
economic problem. Examine each j 
question in terms of what is ethically 
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and esthetically right, as well as what 
is economically expedient. A thing is 
right when it tends to preserve the 
integrity, stability and beauty of the 
biotic community. It is wrong when it 
tends otherwise." 

Such a pro-life stand cannot be 
dismissed as mere romanticism. To 
some biologists, biological conser
vation is considered "enlightened 
self-interest." Despite the sophis
tication of modem technologies, 
human livelihoods are ultimately 
grounded in biological processes. 
Computerization, work-saving devices 
and leisure-time contraptions cannot 
dispel the fact that modem society is 
more dependent on the natural world. 

To be responsible stewards of our 
natural resources, particularly of our 
plant life, we cannot ignore the need to 
preserve natural diversity. Like people 
who are all alike, homogeneous 
environments are a bore. But 
they are also biologically unhealthy. 

A field planted in one crop is 
vulnerable to pests, weather and 
disease, because it lacks the built-in 
protection that nature so effectively 
provides in a true biological system 
made up of varied species. Agri
cultural scientists need a variety of 
plant gene pools to cultivate new 
domestic crops. Tree varieties are 
necessary to maintain forest produc
tivity as demands for firewood, 
lumber and paper expand . 

Chemical compounds derived from 
plants are used for the continued 
discovery of drugs such as quinine to 
treat malaria, atropine to relieve 
spasms and reserpine to lessen 
hypertension. Cancer researchers are 
also screening thousands of plant 
species for tumor-inhibiting agents to 
provide prototypes for synthetic 
anti-cancer chemicals. Plant-derived 
alkaloids hold special promises as 
painkillers, cardiac and respiratory 
stimulants, anti-leukemic drugs and a 
host of other beneficial medicines. 

Plant diversity also teaches humans 
about ecological interrelationships. In 
this light, it becomes evident that 
human actions directly effect changes 
in our natural world which, in tum, 
affect humans. 

Although no one can claim that all 
species are essential to man's existence, 
most scientists agree that the passing of 
even one species is likely to affect 

others. According to Eric Eckholm, 
researcher for The World Watch 
Institute, the disappearance of one 
plant might thus destroy several 
dependent species, including insects, 
higher animals and other plants. 
No one can accurately predict how 
far-reaching such ecological repercus
sions and rearrangements will be 
or exactly what path they might take. 

Since the greatest single cause of 
extinction has been loss of habitat, the 
entire eco-system, not just individual 
species, must be protected to preserve 
natural diversity. Individual citizens 
and organizations must all share this 
responsibility for habitat protection. 

The garden transplanter must realize 
that most wild plants will die when 
removed from their natural settings. 
The casual wildflower picker could 
convert to avid wildflower watcher, 
while the enthusiastic hobbyist could 
accumulate photographs of plants 
rather than specimens. 

Individual citizens do far less 
damage than the tractor or bulldozer 
engaged in wholesale land clearance for 
the com field , parking lot or housing 
development. Fortunately, as 
environmentalists have joined the 
planning establishment in recent years, 
they have begun to advise landowners 
of the significance of a natural area. 
Federal laws such as the Environmental 
Protection Act and the Endangered 
Species Act require environmental 
reviews before land can be cleared for 
development. These laws act on the 
belief that many valuable ecosystems 
can be saved by accounting for a 
potential nature preserve in 
development plans. 

In 1949 Leopold saw where the 
conservation movement went wrong. 
"In our attempt to make conservation 
easy, we have made it trivial." 

In South Carolina, momentum is 
growing to correct that wrong. The 
efforts to refine our list of endangered 
plants, the desire to pass laws to 
protect plants and the concern for 
preserving natural areas are promising 
signs of change. A natural resources 
conscience is developing toward 
fulfillment of an obligation long 
overdue. 

Rock Ston.ecrop 
Threatened Nationally 

Restricted to a few granite flat rocks in the 
piedmont of North Carolina, South 
Carolina and Georgia , rock stonecrop is 
one of the few species exclusively adapted to 
the harsh conditions of an outcrop 
environment. Like its larger habitat, the 
rock outcrop, this showy succulent is 
considered endangered due to recreational 
use and quarrying. 

Endangered Natiorally 

Last collected in 1942 near Darlington, 
botanists believe white wicky may be 
extinct in South Carolina. This distant 
relative of the laurel family is restricted to 
the coastal plain of North Carolina and 
South Carolina and is highly susceptible to 
disturbance . Since the species is adapted to 
early stages of plant community devel
opment, it can only survive if its habitat is 
maintained by cutting or fire . 

illustrations by Joseph Byrne 
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Mr.Wayni 
NflVir Work{zd 

His neighbors labeled him eccentric and 
thought it scandalous that he never sought gainful employment. 

Yet, during 45 years afield, Arthur T. Wayne added 
one new bird per year to the state list, wrote 125 scientific papers, 

authored the first state bird book 
and trained others in the field of ornithology. 

On a cold January day in the early 
1920s, a small wiry man climbed a tall 
loblolly pine in the Carolina Lowcountry 
to examine the nest of a bald eagle. He 
slipped suddenly from an ice-coated 
limb 100 feet above the ground but 
caught himself on a cleat he had earlier 
nailed into the trunk. With a scraped face 
and wrenched arms, he climbed again to 
the nest and collected the eggs . Return
ing to the ground, he caught his breath, 
then rowed his skiff eight miles home, 
stopping along the way to shoot a brace 
of black ducks for supper. 

Such was the single-minded perse
verance of Arthur T. Wayne, South Car
olina's greatest ornithologist. Despite 
little formal education, Wayne com
piled a list of ornithological achieve
ments that may never be equalled. 
During his 45 years in the field from 1885 
to 1930, he added an incredible one bird 
per year to the state's list. Many of these 
birds he recorded near his home at 
Porcher's Bluff just north of Mount 
Pleasant, an area he seldom left. 

As a young man, Wayne first tried his 
hand in cotton warehousing. He found 
himself unsuited for such work and soon 
abandoned business to pursue his boy
hood love, birds. Encouraged by an 
early alliance with Dr. Gabriel Mani
gault of the Charleston Museum, Wayne 
elected to turn his hobby into his life's 
work. For the rest of his life he eked out a 
very slim living collecting birds and 
eggs for museums and private collec
tions. Over the years he amassed a 
wealth of knowledge and eventually 

by Azti boorii & 
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Arthur T. Wayne (1863-1930) 

Left: During nearly half a century of 
identifying and collecting South Carolina 
birds, Wayne seldom ranged far from the 
marshes surrounding Porcher's Bluff just 
north of Charleston. 

became the Southeast's most widely re
spected authority on birds. 

During the latter part of the Victorian 
Era, wealthy private collectors paid con
siderable sums for the skins, eggs and 
nests of rare or unusual birds . By the 
1920s, the average value of a bird egg was 
five dollars, while the eggs of such rari
ties as the passenger pigeon and ivory
billed woodpecker brought as much as 
$100 each. At the turn of the century, 
the Southeast still harbored Eskimo cur
lews, ivory-billed woodpeckers and 
Carolina parakeets, all available to a 
knowledgeable field collector such as 
Wayne. 

It was an age before bird watching be
came a popular pastime and conser
vation a popular cause. Birds were not 
considered officially identified unless 
they were collected; sight records gen
erally were given little credibility 

Today the art of field identification has 
been greatly improved, thanks to the 
work of collectors like Wayne. Most 
museums have extensive bird speci
mens and there is less need for wide
spread collecting. Sight records can be 
checked against whole series of skins of 
the species. Many of the skins collected 
and prepared by Wayne and his con
temporaries have served as the basis of 
field identification guides whose ac
counts of color patterns and size ranges 
are drawn from museum skins. Im
provements in field glasses and photo
graphic equipment have also aided in 
field identification and verification of 
sight records. 
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Collecting birds was an arduous task 
at best, and the dense vegetation of Low
country swamps, defended by armies of 
ticks, clouds of mosquitoes and an occa
sional poisonous snake, made work no 
easier. Using a black powder shotgun 
loaded with the finest of dust shot to 
avoid damaging the skin, Wayne had to 
approach birds at extremely close range. 
Since the value of a specimen was based 
upon the condition of the skin, great 
care was required in collection and prep
aration. In those areas, Wayne had no 
equal. Any loosened feathers were recov
ered even if he had to search the ground 
on hands and knees. 

Before the days of refrigeration, birds 
had to be skinned at once, especially in 
warm weather. Although often in poor 
health, Wayne possessed such tremen
dous energy that he could spend all day 
in the field collecting birds and sit up 
half the night skinning them. Wayne pre
pared his skins with meticulous care, 
replacing with almost invisible thread 
individual feathers that might have been 
dislodged. Many of the skins Wayne pre
pared are in the Charleston Museum 
and, after more than 50 years, remain in 
excellent condition, a tribute to the care 
that went into their preparation. 

The focal point of his home at Porch
er 's Bluff was Wayne's personal collec
tion of skins. Housed in a special room, 
the skins were often shown to visitors 
with the understanding that no one but 
the collector would actually touch them. 
Such was his reverence for his speci
mens that each was dusted with an owl 
feather, and, while handling a series of 
skins, Wayne would pause occasionally 
to wash his hands in a pan of water kept 
for that purpose . Acquaintances said 
he could recall the date and exact time 
of day when each had been taken. 

Wayne was as intense in his observa
tion as he was meticulous in his collect
ing. Although he made several early 
collecting trips to Florida and occa
sionally traveled to other parts of South 
Carolina, the bulk of his work was ac
complished within 20 miles of his home . 
Such a concerted effort in so small an 
area for so many years has no equal in 
the history of ornithology. Almost 
without leaving his back yard, Wayne 
recorded 45 species of birds never be
fore noted in South Carolina, including 
migrating species from Europe and as 
far west as the Rockies. 
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The South Carolina Lowcountry pro
vides ideal habitat to a great variety of 
birds, and, according to those who knew 
Wayne, he was perfectly happy with his 
restricted life and had no wish to roam 
the world. He preferred to be his own 
boss and apparently found all the birds 
he wanted within the area he could 
reach by rowboat, horse-drawn buggy 
or, more typically, on foot . 

Perhaps Wayne's greatest individual 
triumph was the rediscovery of Bach
man's warbler, the rarest songbird in 
North America. The Rev. John Bachman 
of Charleston first discovered the bird in 
1833 at Parker's Ferry about 20 miles 
south of the city. His close friend, John 
James Audubon, named the bird in 
Bachman's honor. Although the object of 
much searching, the bird was un
known in South Carolina until Wayne 
found it 68 years later not far from his 
home in the recesses of I'on Swamp. 
Wayne himself had searched unsuccess
fully for the tiny yellow and black bird 

Many of Wayne's skins are in the 
Charleston Museum . Their condition 
after more than 50 years attests to his 
meticulous care in their preparation. 

for 25 years. During the next 20 years, 
Wayne found more than 30 Bachman' s 
warbler nests in the same area, an 
amazing feat as no more than 40 nests of 
this bird are known to science. 

Wayne's interest in the warblers that 
inhabit Lowcountry swamps began 
with his rediscovery of Swainson's war
bler in 1884. This obscure species was 
also discovered by Bachman and 
promptly lost for the next 50 years. In 
1922, Wayne solved another ornithologi
cal mystery when he tracked down the 
first nest and eggs of the white ibis in 
South Carolina. He had long suspected 
that these graceful, long-legged birds 
nested in the state and was quite excited 
to prove himself correct after many years 
of searching. 

Not all of Wayne's brushes with orni
thological history ended happily. During 
a collecting trip to Florida in 1892, Wayne 
wounded a Carolina parakeet which he 
brought back to his wife as a present. 
Unable to fly, it became a household pet, 
following Mrs. Wayne about the house 
pecking at her long skirts. One day, as 
the parakeet paced along the porch rail
ing, it lost its balance, fell to the ground 
and was devoured by a passing hog. 
Thus the less-than-distinguished end of 
what was almost certainly the last Caro
lina parakeet ever seen in the state. 

Wayne's fascination with the Carolina 
Lowcountry and its birds was not con
fined to the depths of inland swamps. 
Rowing a small boat across the vast salt 
marsh before his house, he explored the 
solitude of such barrier islands as Bull's, 
Capers, Dewees and the Isle of Palms. 
These islands were the winter haunt of 
another of Wayne's favorite birds, the 
Ipswich sparrow. 

Now considered a subspecies of the sa
vannah sparrow, the Ipswich is a large, 
pale sparrow that skulks the sparse sea 
oats in the dune fields of barrier 
beaches. Never more than a rare winter 
visitor, these secretive, flat-headed spar
rows did not elude the quick eyes and 
patient wanderings of Wayne. Although 
the male and female Ipswich are identi
cal even when the birds are in hand, 
Wayne had the uncanny ability to cor
rectly call the sex of birds the moment 
they flushed. A later examination of the 
internal organs when the birds were 
skinned invariably proved him correct. 
Visiting ornithologists never ceased to 
be amazed by this display 
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Wayne has two subspecies of birds 
named in his honor: Wayne's clapper rail 
and Wayne's warbler. Both birds breed 
in his beloved Lowcountry and remain 
as a living tribute to the man whose as
tute observation and perfectly rendered 
skins brought to light these subspecies. 

Wayne first noticed that the native 
breeding marsh hen or clapper rail of the 
South Carolina coast was smaller and 
darker than northern migrants seen in 
the fall. He sent his notes and skins to 
William Brewster, the country's leading 
ornithologist who described a new sub
species which he named for Wayne . Al
though this abundant bird had been 
hunted for years both for sport and for 
food, Wayne apparently was the first to 
notice the differences between local 
birds and migrants. In typical plumage 
the differences are distinct but interme
diate forms are common. 

During the many springs Wayne spent 
in the cypress swamps of the Lowcoun
try, he noticed something else that had 
escaped other workers. Black-throated 
green warblers, common spring mi
grants in the Lowcountry, continued to 
sing into the month of June long after 
other migrating warblers had passed 
through the area on their way north. 
Wayne was satisfied that such late sing
ing meant that this treetop warbler must 
breed in South Carolina, but no nest had 
ever been located. Wayne kept looking 
and finally in 1917 found a black-throated 
green nest while searching for Bach
man's warbler. 

Upon collecting some of these breed
ing birds he noted that their bills were 
noticeably smaller than most black
throated greens. Eventually the locally 
breeding birds were designated a new 
subspecies and given thename"Wayne's 
warbler." It was originally presumed that 
Wayne's warbler was the breeding bird 
only in the coastal region, but later field 
work demonstrated that Wayne's war
bler breeds throughout the state . 

The many years afield gave Wayne 
great confidence in his own ability, a 
confidence that was justly earned and 
staunchly defended. He was satisfied 
that any bird he had not seen in South 

Wayne lived and worked in a small wood 
frame cottage on Oakland Plantation near 
Mount Pleasant. This lane leads to the 
ma,in house there. 
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Carolina could not be there. When any
one described an unusual bird to Wayne, 
he immediately held out his hand, palm 
up. If the bird could not be placed in his 
hand, he did not want to hear any more 
about it. 

One of Wayne's proteges, Alexander 
Sprunt Jr., who became a well-known 
ornithologist himself, once wrote to 
Wayne that he had seen a snow bunting 
along the highway near Georgetown. At 
the time this Arctic breeding bird had 
never been recorded in South Carolina. 
Knowing that Wayne would not believe 
such a record without a specimen, 
Sprunt returned the next day, found the 
small, mostly white bird and collected it. 
As he entered Wayne's house, Wayne 
had just read the letter and explained at 
once that Sprunt was certainly mistaken, 
that the bird in question must have been 
an albino sparrow of some species. 

Sprunt listened before pulling the car
cass from his pocket and dangling it by 
one leg in front of Wayne's nose. Swal
lowing his pride, Wayne allowed he was 
glad Sprunt had collected such an inter
esting South Carolina record but admit
ted he would have been happier had he 
gotten it himself. 

In spite of his gruff demeanor and 
rather inflexible attitude, Wayne was in
strumental in educating and encourag
ing future ornithologists for the state. 
Under his strict tutelage, men such as 
Sprunt, E. Burnham Chamberlain, Elli
son A. Williams and Edward Von S. 
Dingle emerged as the distinguished 
investigators of the next half-century. 

One of the fundamental teachings of 
the master ornithologist was the neces
sity of careful notation. Daily observa
tions were kept not only on rare and 
unusual birds, but on the habits of even 
the most familiar species. Through the 
compilation of records on arrivals and 
departures, food habits and behavioral 
traits, an in-depth picture of South Caro
lina's birds emerged. This work formed 
the basis of modern ornithological work 
in the areas of bird distribution, abun
dance and behavior. 

Wayne regularly contributed notes on 
his observations to The Auk, the journal 
of the American Ornithologist Union, 
but in 1910, at the urging of his friends, 
particularly Dr. Paul M. Rea of the 
Charleston Museum, Wayne published 
his findings in a single volume, "The 
Birds of South Carolina," the country's 

first state bird book. Wayne's book re
mains a model of accuracy of obser
vation and simplicity of statement. 
Although it was superseded in 1949 by 
Sprunt and Chamberlain's "Bird Life of 
South Carolina," Wayne's now rare book 
is still prized above all other South 
Carolina bird books. To delve into "Birds 
of South Carolina': is to learn about 
birds, about the character of Arthur T. 
Wayne and about the South Carolina 
coast in the early part of this century. 

Birds were Wayne's passion, but he 
had other interests as well . Although 
isolated both geographically and pro
fessionally, he was well-read and fond of 
reciting poetry. He followed the daily 
newspapers as well as National Geo
graphic and the Literary Digest. Wayne 
pursued a voluminous correspondence 
with other scientists throughout the 
country, particularly William Brewster of 
the Harvard Museum. Brewster, a foun
der of the American Ornithologists 

Left: Wayne regularly published ob
servations in The Auk, journal of the 
American Ornithologists Union . Today 
this organization has 4,000 members 
whose aim is the advancement of the 
science of bird-watching. 

Above: The Carolina parakeet was 
one of three extinct species once collected 
by Wayne. 

Union and the National Audubon Soci
ety, was instrumental in launching 
Wayne on his career. 

To his friends and family, Wayne was a 
source of both knowledge and entertain
ment. His niece, Mrs. Jeannie Porcher 
Leopold, recalls him leaning against the 
megaphone of a Victrola to sing along to 
recorded operas; "Caruso" was his 
favorite . His knowledge of Lowcountry 
natural history was prodigious from a 
lifetime of daily field activity. He knew 
not only birds but plants, mammals, 
reptiles and amphibians. 

Wayne was a great talker, naturally 
steering the conversation to birds and 
then holding the floor for hours without 
allowing anyone else as much as a word. 
Ironically, for all his careful attention to 
scientific detail, Wayne also liked to tell a 
good story, embellishing the circum
stances just slightly. He invaribly con
cluded such stories by turning to his 
ever-patient wife Maria, and demand
ing, "Ain't that so 'Ria? Ain't that so?" 

"Yes, Arthur," she would reply quietly, 
"Partly so." 

Local people considered Wayne some
thing of an eccentric, although many 
were aware of his national reputation. 
His neighbors sometimes reported un
usual birds to him but they did so know
ing full well that Wayne might reward 
them for their trouble by producing a 
list of things he needed from town. 
Many of his neighbors avoided Wayne 
for just that reason. Most people thought 
it very peculiar that Wayne had no gain
ful employment, not realizing the time 
and effort he put into bird collecting. Al
though Wayne should be ranked among 
South Carolina's most distinguished cit
izens and certainly among her leading 
scientists, his name has never been 
widely known in the state. Wayne was 
not appreciated in his lifetime and is 
remembered today by very few. 

He seemed not to care how history 
might judge him. Nor did he care if his 
neighbors thought him eccentric and 
wondered why he had no job. He was 
content to stalk the fields and forests of 
his native Lowcountry seeing things that 
others overlooked. His massive con
tribution to the ornithological record of 
the Southeast included more than 125 
scientific papers and his "Birds of South 
Carolina." Wayne continued his field 
study for another 20 years until his death 
in 1930 at the age of 67. 
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by J. Whitfield Gibbons 
photography by Ted Borg 

o's 
Watching 
the , 
a tiny head nudged aside the blades of grass along the 

road, waited a moment, then proceeded onto the blacktop 
highway. It crossed the center stripe before the headlights 
approaching from the creek bottom were even visible. As the 
car thundered up the highway onto the sandhill plateau, the 
animal paused, the natural response by some species when 
danger is imminent. ' 

It responded not to sound, for snakes have no ears, but to 
other cues, perhaps to the sudden light in the midnight 
darkness or to ground vibrations. 

As the car roared past, along the turkey-oak bordered 
highway, the scarlet snake's flattened body lay motionless 
except for the rhythmic tail-twitching that marks a snake's final 
minutes. When the morning sun cleared the tallest cypresses 
and struck the hilltop, the small, bright, red-, white- and 
black-patterned body lay as an example of a major prey of 
America's unwitting predator, the automobile. 

The carcass of a large canebrake rattler lay a few hundred 
feet dow11- the hill at the swamp's edge. Skid marks across the 
body and its missing rattles indicated it had been killed by the 
same vehicle, but that the driver had seen the snake, swerved 
into the wrong lane, and hit the brakes in order to skid over 
the body. The rattles made a nice trophy. 

The killing of snakes has increased to an extremely high 
rate throughout South Carolina. Highway deaths are only one 
way in which humans deplete the misunderstood snake 
population. Dam construction, timber removal, housing or 
resort development and the draining of swamps leads to a 
reduction in the number of some of South Carolina's 38 
species of snakes. Six snake species are poisonous and attract 
a lot of attention. But 32 harmless species also suffer as 
victims of man's fear. Unfortunately, humans, through their 
influence on the environment, are the greatest threats to all 
snakes, harmless or not. 
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• 
Intentional and unin
tentional destruction of 
snakes throughout 
South Carolina is pro
gressing at an alarming 
rate. Yet only six of our 
38 species can harm 
man. It is time to forget 
Eden and recognize 
snakes as beautifully 
efficient and valuable 
predators. 



The canebreak rattler's head 
shows the elliptical pupil and 
heat-sensing pit between the 

nasal opening and eye that are 
common to all our poisonous 
species except the coral snake. 
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Statewide 
Distributions 

Most of South Carolina's snakes are located in one of three 
ranges. More than half the total, including three poisonous 
forms, range throughout the state; 12 others, including two 
poisonous species, are restricted primarily to the lower half of 
the state below the fall line and two species are found 
exclusively above it. The fall line, which is the transition zone 
between upland piedmont habitat and the coastal plain, 
represents a range boundary for many species and subspecies 
of reptiles and amphibians. 

Th~ shy pine woods snake and the aggressive eastern 
diamondback rattler both reside primarily on the coast and are 
seldom found in the vicinity of the fall line. The green water 
snake, fierce but non-poisonous, occurs only in the southern 
triangular third of the state. 

Although a particular area is included in the general habitat 
of a species, the animal will not be there unless certain 
environmental factors are right. When man alters these factors, 
the animal cannot always adapt as quickly as the changes 
are made. 

What might occur in one million years under natural 
conditions can be brought about in one week by an 
enthusiastic bulldozer operator or logging crew. Within a few 
years, a forest can change from hardwood to pure pine; a 
river and its floodplain can become a reservoir. Rapid 
destruction of habitats unquestionably reduces the species 
diversity by eliminating some forms which cannot adjust to 
sudden confrontation with a new environment. 

Habitat destruction can be observed in a general way by 
the gradual loss of the eastern indigo snake from major 
portions of its range. Once native to South Carolina, this 
largest of American snakes has not been seen in the state for 
almost 40 years and is recognized as an officially endangered 
species in both Florida and Georgia. Indigo snakes are found 
in extensive tracts of undeveloped sand ridge habitat, of 
which few remain. If any of these magnificent snakes are still 
in this state, the survivors would be found in the remaining 
sand ridges of southern South Carolina. 

Documentation of the effects of habitat alteration on snakes 
is difficult because few careful studies have been made to 
determine abundance and diversity of species in an area. 
However, herpetologists do agree that some snake species 
seem to be disappearing rapidly in South Carolina and in 
other parts of their range. 
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Far Left: The upturned nose ofthe 
Eastern hognose makes it easy to 
identify. 
Left: Although the poisonous 
coral snake is sometimes con
fused with the scarlet king snake, 
the coral's black nose and red
on-yellow banding are distinctive. 
Below: The nonpoisonous corn 
snake is a constrictor which usu
ally preys on small rodent pests. 
Note the round pupil and lack of 
heat-sensing pit. 

South 
Carolina's 
Snakes 
Of the 38 species 
occurring in South Carolina, 
only six are poisonous. Twenty-two species 
range throughout the state, but many of these 
have a spotty distribution pattern due to lack 
of their preferred habitat in some regions. The 
remaining 16 species are primarily restricted to 
certain portions of the state. 

Found Throughout the State 
Garter snake 
Ribbon snake 
Smooth earth snake 
Red-bellied snake 
Brown snake 
Eastern hognose snake 
Worm snake 
Ringneck snake 
Rough green snake 
Black racer 
Coachwhip 
Pine snake 
Black or yellow rat snake* 
Corn snake 
Scarlet s:1ake 
Scarlet king snake 
Mole snake 
Common king snake 
Crowned snake 
Timber (canebrake) rattlesnake _l 
Copperhead _l 
Pigmy rattlesnake _l 
Found Above Fall Line 
Midland water snake 
Queen snake 

Found Below Fall Line 
Banded water snake 
Red-bellied water snake** 
Green water snake**• 
Diamondback water snake 
Glossy water snake 
Carolina swamp snake 
Rough earth snake 
Southern hognose snake 
Rainbow snake 
Mud snake 
Cottonmouth moccasin _l 
Eastern coral snake _l 
Found in Lower Coastal Plain 
Pine woods snake 
Diamondback rattlesnake _l 

• Yellow variety found in coastal region 
only. 

• • Ranges above fall line in Saluda and 
Broad Rivers drainage systems. 

• • • Restricted to southern third of state. 
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Above: Mice, rats, small 
rabbits and squirrels 
make up the primary 
food of another constric
tor, the pine snake. 
Right: The Eastern 
diamondback rattle
snake is our largest 
poisonous species and 
may reach lengths of 
more than six feet. It is 
also becoming one of 
our threatened species. 
Below: The small scarlet 
king snake is a harmless 
constrictor that is some
times confused with the 
poisonous coral snake. 
But the scarlet king's red 
banding is over black, 
while the red is over yel
low on the coral snake. 

Five 
Threatened 
Species 

The ecology of almost every species is so poorly known 
that herpetologists can only speculate about the fate of each 
in the environmental exhaust of human progress. A few 
species in this state have unquestionably suffered. 

Yellow rat snake: In South Carolina, this subspecies of the 
black rat snake or chicken snake is restricted to the barrier 
islands and adjoining coastal mainland. Undoubtedly the 
development of the coastal region has had a major impact on 
this species as a consequence of habitat destruction. 

Pine snake: This impressive constrictor preys primarily on 
rats, mice and sometimes birds inhabitating the once vast 
natural pine and scrub oak regions of the state. Today such 
habitats, already much diminished by early lumbering and 
unsuccessful farming endeavors, fall prey to other enterprises. 
The sandy regions are often suitable for the development of 
pine plantations or suburban residential areas. Neither seems to 
serve as a suitable habitat for pine snakes. 

Queen snake: A specialized diet of stream crayfish probably 
makes the queen snake's ecology too fragile to cope with 
dredging or damming projects. The construction of Hartwell 
Dam greatly diminished small streams, the preferred habitat of 
queen snakes in the northwestern portion of the state. 

Eastern diamondback rattlesnake: The march of civilization 
along the South Carolina coast has eliminated many of the 
favored habitats of this species. But intentional removal of 
specimens, especially large adults, by springtime collectors may 
be reducing their numbers even more. South Carolina is only 
one of several Southern states that attracts snake collectors and 
the diamondback is one of the most sought prizes. 

Scarlet king snake: Many snakes are considered rare, 
perhaps because they are extremely secretive and remain 
beneath the soil or litter for most of their lives. Consequently, 
herpetologists know so little about such species that no 
data-based judgment can be made about how human 
activities affect them. The scarlet king snake, considered by 
many to be the most beautiful snake in the eastern United 
States, is also one of the most infrequently found. 

Almost all rare species occur abundantly in selected areas 
under certain circumstances; the scarlet king snake has such a 
place in an area near Ocotee, South Carolina. Hundreds of 
snake collectors once came to Ocotee every spring. At its 
peak, as many as 200, possibly more, scarlet kings were 
removed in a single week. Most would be sold to pet dealers 
throughout the United States for as much as $100 each. 
Fortunately, public access to the unusual collecting site is no 
longer allowed. 

The few species mentioned above serve only as 
examples of the ways in which some snakes are gradually 
being driven from the environmental scene. Except for the 
indigo snake, none have completely disappeared from South 
Carolina, but the gradual loss of any component of an 
ecosystem should serve as a warning. 
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Above and inset: The common 
king snake is a close relative of 
the scarlet king snake. While king 
snakes may feed on other snakes 
and are at least partially immune 
to the venom of our poisonous 
species, their main diet consists 
of rodents. 

Value as 
Predators 

All snakes throughout the world are strict carnivores, but 
some species are much more selective than others. Snakes 
may be the last line of control for certain prey, particularly 
mice and rats, whose populations might expand greatly 
should the snake disappear. 

To their credit, many farmers are well aware that a rat 
snake, corn snake or king snake in the vicinity of the corn crib 
can dramatically cut down on rodent pests. Based on 
laboratory studies, an adult of any of these snake species can 
easily consume 10 mice or rats per week. South Carolina 
snakes are active at least 25 warm weeks a year, so a single 
snake can serve as a major rodent control. 

Some species, however, by being dietary specialists, are 
potentially susceptible to population reduction in response to 
any natural or man-caused reduction in their primary prey. 
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Six 
Poisonous 
Snakes 

South Carolina has six distinct species of poisonous 
snakes and 32 harmless varieties. The latter cause no 
problems for anyone, but even the poisonous varieties do not 
pose the threat with which they are credited. Although more 
than 2,000 Americans get bitten eacL year by poisonous 
snakes, fewer than 20 deaths result from these bites and less 
than 10 percent of the bites occur in South Carolina. 

The undisputed king of the poisonous snakes east of the 
Mississippi River is the eastern diamondback rattlesnake. 
Found throughout the coastal third of South Carolina, 
adults of this species are perhaps the most dangerous snakes 
in the Southeast and have been responsible for the most 
deaths. A big one may reach a length of more than eight feet 
and be as fat as a football . With fangs long enough to 
penetrate an inch into solid muscle, they can deliver venom in 
twice the quantity of any other species of American snake. 
Fortunately, the really huge ones are infrequently encountered 
and usually make a spectacle of themselves by rattling. 

Although the diamondback may be the most impressive 
poisonous snake in South Carolina, the cottonmouth 
moccasin is far more abundant, particularly in wet areas within 
its range. A ready description is defied due to the 
extensive variation in color pattern from orange or copper 
banding as a baby to olive, brown or dull black as an adult. 
Recognition of cottonmouths in the wild is complicated by the 
presence of several species of large, equally abundant and 
nondescript water snakes, all hostile, but harmless. A highland 
relative of the cottonmouth, the copperhead with its brown 
and copper banding is a handsome snake. Copperheads are 
the least dangerous of our poisonous snakes although they 
are responsible for numerous bites in the more mountainous 
and rocky areas of the East. They may be found in almost any 
habitat throughout South Carolina. The corn snake and the 
banded water snake have similar red or coppery banding and 
are often mistaken for the poisonous species. 

The timber rattler, known as the canebrake below the fall 
line, is probably the most common rattlesnake throughout 
South Carolina. The characteristic color pattern is a gray body 
with black chevrons down the back and a velvety black tail. 
Specimens from upland regions may have a yellow stripe 
down the center of the back. Under normal circumstances 
rattles are present. The longest timber rattlers in the state 
probably extend almost six feet. 

Besides the diamondback and the timber, South Carolina's 
only other rattlesnake is the pygmy rattler, which earns its 
name by seldom reaching a length of more than a foot and a 
half. Although relatively rare in the state, the pygmy rattler 
might turn up in small numbers almost anywhere. Its gray 
body with brown blotches permits confusion with certain 
nonpoisonous species such as young hognose snakes or rat 
snakes which can have similar color patterns. Drop for drop 
the venom is potent, but the small amount injected reduces 
the possibility of a really serious bite if proper medical 
treatment is obtained. 
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Rattlesnakes, copperheads and most of 
South Carolina's other poisonous snakes 
are called pit vipers, members of the 
Crotalidae family with a prominent, heat
sensitive pit on each side of the head. 

The one exception is the coral snake with 
its red- yellow- and black-ringed body. A 
beautiful animal, the eastern coral snake 
has venom equivalent in potency to that of a cobra. Its fangs are 
even smaller and its venom injection less efficient than a pygmy 
rattler. In the last 45 years, there have been only a few coral bites 
and no confirmed resulting deaths in South Carolina. There have 
been a handful of deaths from coral bites each decade in Florida 
where the species is not so rare. 

Is It Poisonous 
In South Carolina, a snake is definitely 
poisonous if it has any one of the following: 

Fangs in front of mouth (some 
nonpoisonous species have what 
appear to be rows of small teeth) 

Black nose with red, yellow 
and black rings encircling body 
(red and yellow adjacent) 

i 
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Pit between 
eye and nostril 

Rattles or button 
on end of tail 

Single row of scales 
on underside of tail 
below anal vent 

Above: An upland snake 
wit h coppery head 
and hourglass body 
patches, the poisonous 
copperhead blends al
most perfectly with its 
surroundings. 
Right: The cotton
mouth or water mocca
sin is another poisonous 
spe ci es. Larger and 
heavier than the cop
perhead, the cotton
mouth is generally more 
aggressive and feeds 
primarily on fish and 
frogs in its swampy 
habitat. 
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Attack 
May 
Backfire 

People might profit directly if they did not intentionally kill 
snakes, particularly in a wilderness area. Several people are 
snakebitten every year following attempts to kill snakes. In 
these cases, the victims either approached the snake too 
closely, walked over another poisonous snake that lay 
nearby, or picked up an injured snake, thinking it was dead. 

Snakes, of course, have always had an image problem. 
Now South Carolina's 38 species, including the 32 
non-poisonous ones, need all the friends they can get. Unless 
a snake is posing a direct threat to human life, his destruction 
serves little purpose except the elimination of a valuable 
predator. 
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Bass fishermen who use only surface lures are becoming 
rarer every day as more anglers switch to plastic worms, jigs, 
bucktail jigs, spinnerbaits and crank baits. But there still 
breathes a diehard clan of topwater specialists who are as 
unsinkable as their favorite lures. They -----------------------------------
believe that topwater bass fishing is the 
most exciting experience in angling. 

New fishing lures enter the market in 
many ways: one man's original idea, the 
tested fruits of a research and develop
ment team, a lure designed to compete 
with an already hot bait, an improved 
version of the handmade plug that 
an old fisherman brought by, 
a composite of several earlier 
or existing lures or a jazzed-up re
incarnation of an old lure that never 
quite caught on. 

For any lure to become a top bait, it must 
first get on the line of enough fishermen 
who know how to use it properly and, 
secondly, it must catch fish .After that, it's 
just a matter of constant promotion, 
high quality design and construction and 
a manufacturing process that will ade
quately supply the demands of fishermen . 

Plugs are casting lures, usually made in 

ater 
ass 

reats 
the shape of minnows or other small .__ ________________________________ _. 

fish. Once made exclusively from wood, most plugs today are 
mass-produced from plastic. The name "plug" was turn-of
the-century slang for those first pointed wooden minnows 
with many hooks, probably because they were made from or 
resembled the wooden bung stopper in an oak keg. 

There are thousands of them, but 17 can be singled out as 
the best all-time topwater bass greats. Manufactured by 10 
companies, these plugs have been on the market anywhere 
from 15 to 54 years . Each of these plugs has been sold by the 
millions and is a proven basscatcher: the Bass-Oreno,Nip-I
Diddee, Lucky 13, Zara, Chugger, Crazy Crawler, Injured 
Minnow, Darter, Plunker, Swimming Mouse, Torpedo, Jitter-
bug, Hula Popper, Dalton Special, Devil's Horse, Rapala and 
Rebel. These plugs afford the floating enticement to outfox the 
wiliest surface-feeding largemouth bass. 

Most of the men who invented and field-tested the early 
prototypes of these lures have passed into more restful wa
ters. But, with few exceptions, there's at least one old-timer 
who clearly remembers how the most effective surface baits 
for largemouth bass got their start. Much of this history has 
been overlooked by modern lure manufacturers. 

Motion and sound are the 
tactics of the topwater bass angler 
and the floating plug is his 
willing marionette. 

by Mike Creel 
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The Bass-Oreno and Nip-1-Diddee were introduced to 
anglers by the South Bend Tackle Company, an Indiana lure
making business that began in 1893 as the Worden Bucktail 
Manufacturing Company. The South Bend lures are produced 
today by Glen L. Evans Company of Caldwell, Idaho . This 
company is considering a return to wooden body plugs. The 
two lures were originally made with white cedar but recently 
have been manufactured from molded foam. 

The Bass-Oreno is a 
scooped mouth, diving, 
darting plug, traditionally 

white with a red head. It 
was introduced in 1915, 

I patented December 19, 
,.. ___ __._..., ______ ...., 1916, and is the oldest float-

ing ,topwater bass lure still made in America. Some 16 million 
Bass-Orenos have been sold to date, not counting 11 million 
others under the Oreno trade name. 

An unnamed Warsaw, Indiana, fisherman who was whit
tling his own baits some 60 years ago was the original inven
tor of what became the Bass-Oreno, according to Cecil A. 
Wallace and Fred Stream, former officials for South Bend. 

'This fellow was quite a fisherman, usually frequenting 
Bass Lake near Warsaw. He would drop by the South Bend 
Bait Company 'acouple of times a year with a whole box of 
new ideas on plugs. One of them was the Bass-Oreno 
and manager Ivar Hennings had some of them made 
in the plant as close to the handmade version as possible," 
Wallace said. 

After painting the duplicate lures white with a red head, a 
popular color combination in the early 1900s, Hennings and 
the sales manager experimented with this new bait and 
caught fish like crazy. ' 

During a 1915 meeting to discuss a name of the new plug, 
one of the parties, commenting on a suggestion, said,"Well, 
that's a real peach-oreno." 

Patent lawyer George Oltsch replied, "Well, why not call it 
the Bass-Oreno ?" 

The name stuck. 

Introduced about 1932, the 
frisky little Nip-1-Diddee 
with spinners fore and aft 
was another of South 
Bend'sfish-producing'top
waters that is still avail-

.__ ___________ __. able . Earlier models were 
rigged with three sets of double, rather than treble, hooks, 
making them semi-weedless. They were painted with basic 
color combinations of red, white, aluminum, yellow and 
black. Since hitting the market, 12 to 13 million of the Nip-1-
Diddees have been sold. 

The Nip-1-Diddee is effectively fished using a slow twitch 
and rest retrieve, especially along shore lines, at the edges of 
drop-offs and in weed pockets and beds. South Bend presi
dent Ivar Hennings selected the name of the new lure as the 
Nip-1-Diddee from an expression used by the late Stu Pritch
ard, a company salesman. 

The design of the Nip-1-Diddee came from a nearly identi
cal double-spinnered plug, the Nappanee Ypsi, invented 
around 1915 by J. 0 . Kantz, a pioneer plug caster and an 

attorney from Nappanee, Indiana. It was sold exclusively 
through the Lehman Hardware store there until some time in 
the early 1960s when the spinning craze caught on and anglers 
shifted from casting size plugs. 

Charles Lehman, son of the store's founder, remembered 
that the curious name Nappanee Ypsi was used because a 
tackle company in Ypsilanta, Michigan, was making the 
wooden plug for Lehman's Hardware during the first several 
years it was sold. Two other tackle companies also made the 
Ypsi during its heyday-South Bend Bait Company and 
Florida Fishing Tackle. After making this lure forl0 or12 years, 
the South Bend company came out with the Nip-1-Diddee, 
which was armed with two sets of double hooks, unlike the 
Ypsi's treble. 

The Lucky 13, Zara, Chugger and Crazy Crawler are the four 
fish-fetchingest surface plugs for bass from James Heddon's 
Sons, the company which reportedly put the first plug, a 
topwater, on the market in 1902. Since being introduced, each 
of these floating lures has been a million seller many times 
over. Originally available in wood, these baits are now made 
in an enticing rainbow of colored plastic. 

A longtime favorite 
with bass fishermen, the 

Lucky 13 was introduced 
to anglers in 1920 in two 

sizes. This concave-faced 
lure is a floater-diver 

.__ ___________ ...., which can be popped 
"stop and go" at the water surface. With a faster retrieve, the 
Lucky 13's underlip will send it wiggling underwater to a 
depth of one to four feet . It's sold in three sizes today:%-,%
and ¼ -ounce. The best-selling patterns in the Lucky 13's 
history have been Heddon's perch, £litter shad, bullfrog and 
L. J. Wooster's shore minnow colors. 

Writer Homer Circle worked as advertising director for the 
Heddon Company after World War II and learned the story 
behind the famed Lucky 13 from its inventor, Jack Welch, the 
plant manager. 

"Charlie Heddon asked plant manager Jack Welch to design 
a bait to compete with the South Bend Bass-Oreno, which was 
selling quite well at the time, and Heddon had nothing to 
compete with it," Circle said. 

"Where the Bass-Oreno has the face cut horizontally, Welch 
cut the face of the Lucky 13 (which had a body shaped similar 
to the Bass-Oreno's) vertically. Well, that very motion of cut
ting made it a chugging lure, but it was designed to be a 
swimming lure, duplicating the funny swimming motion of 
the old Bass-Oreno. But Jack told me that nobody ever worked 
the lure with its swimming action; they used it as a chugging 
lure and caught more fish that way. 

"The day that the prototype of this unnamed lure was ready, 
Jack asked Charlie Heddon to go with him to Pipestone Lake 
near Dowagiac to see how the lure worked," Circle continued . 
"After the day was over-it was a Friday-the two fishermen 
came into the dock and each had a handpicked limitof six bass 
all over four pounds, which is really good for Michigan. They 
laid the fish on the dock and Jack said to Charlie, 'Hey, that's a 
real good-looking stringer of bass, especially for Friday the 
13th.' And Charlie Heddon, never at a loss for a sharp idea, 
replied, 'Hey, that's also a good name for the bait- Lucky13."' 
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The topwater lure that 
made "walking the dog" a 
familiar phrase among 
bass fishermen is the Zara 
or Zara Spook. First 
named the Zaragossa of 

.__ ___________ ___. Florida when it was intro-
duced in 1922, the Zara is a long, clean, cigar-shaped lure with 
no feature to give it action. 

Each topwater angler who adopts the Zara as his pet lure 
develops his own specialized action of "walking" the bait 
across the water, in and around cover where a bass may hide. 
The Zara Spook is made in four sizes-%-, ¾-, %- and 
%-ounce. The most popular patterns of the Zara among 
freshwater fishermen have been bullfrog, £litter shad and 
yellow shore minnow. 

The Zaragossa was discovered in Florida about 1920 and 
was named for its action, according to Tommy I. Denmark, a 
veteran of 40 years in the tackle business in Orlando. It was 
whittled by an unnamed friend of R. B. King, the Heddon 
representative in Florida. Denmark recalls, "Mr. King took a 
friend out fishing once to show him how this new bait 
worked. And the friend remarked, 'Mr. King, that lure's got a 
wiggle like the gals down on Zaragossa Street.' Zaragossa 
was,and'5ti11 is,I believe, a red light district in Pensacola." 

Looking like a child's 
wind-up bathtub toy, the 
Crazy Crawler is easily 
recognized. Its fat , 
beetle-shaped body and 
hinged metal wings cause 
the lure to splash and 

crawl crazily across the water. The Crawler's noisy swimming 
action makes it a favorite of night fishermen . 

The Crazy Crawler, first produced in a single bass size, has 
probably been made by Heddon since the early 1930s. All 
Crazy Crawlers were made of wood until 1947-1948 when a 
plastic version was developed. 

The Crazy Crawler is made today in two sizes - ¼-ounce 
and % -ounce - and nine color combinations. The best
selling colors are gray mouse, black hornet, silver shore min
now, red shore minnow, yellow hornet and glo black frog, 
which has a luminous belly. 

"That Crazy Crawler, you can fish it for 10 minutes and not 
move it a foot," said a Crawler fan from Atlanta. You can 
throw that lure into a pocket, let it sit for a good little while, 
then wiggle it without bringing it to you just by taking up all 
the tension in your line and even shaking your rod tip . It 
doesn't come toward you; it just sort of spins on the water. The 
bullfrog and yellow hornet colors are hard to beat. It's just one 
heck of a fish catcher." 

T ~ 

The Chugger or Chug
ger Spook is another top
water lure that dances to 
the design of its man
ipulator with little action 
of its own. The lure's cup
shaped mouth and ta

pered body enable it to chug, pop, gurgle and dart side-to
side in a multitude of "walking routines ." The Chugger, a 

plastic lure from the start, was introduced in 1939 to compete 
with the Creek Chub Plunker, which had been the unrivaled 
popping bait for 14 years . The Chugger is available in three 
sizes: %-, 3/s- and ¼ -ounce. The most popular finishes are 
redhead, clear and the four shore minnows: red, silver, yellow 
and black. 

Often called the "Master of the Chugger," the late Bill 
Moore, a tackle representative from Brownswood, Texas, did 
more to popularize this bait than any one man with h is 
routine of trick casts and retrieves. When Homer Circle intro
duced Moore, during a fisherman's banquet, as the world's 
greatest Chugger fisherman, Moore jokingly allowed he w as 
only second best as he had once fished with a fellow Texan 
who, after working the lure toward the boat, could make it 
turn around and swim back out. 

The Injured Minnow, the Darter and the Plunker, three 
classic surface plugs from Creek Chub Bait Company, have 
been the bread 'n butter lures for topwater bass fishermen all 
across America since the 1920s. The company was founded in 
1906 in Garrett, Indiana, by Carl H . Heinzerling, George M. 
Schulthess and Henry S. Dills. 

Dills was the original designer of those three and other early 
lures in the company's line, which has been one of the most 
widely copied plugs of all time. On January 2, 1919, Dills 
patented the scale finish that appears today on Creek Chub 
plugs, and he granted the Heddon Company half rights to use 
his new finish . 

The Injured Minnow, the Darter and the Plunker have each 
sold in the millions since hitting the market. The most popular 
colors are the No. 1 perch, No . 14 black, No . 18 silver flash, No. 
19 frog and No. 14 yellow with black and red spots. The three 
lures are available today in a choice of wood or plastic and 
several sizes. 

Introduced in 1920, the 
Injured Minnow, a lso 

called the Flat Side Chub, 
is designed to lay on its 

side like a fat little minnow 
on its last fin , but still able 
to make a futile struggling 

swim across the surface. Featuring fore and aft stainless steel 
propellers and two flat sides, the Injured Minnow is most 
effectively worked by a series of short, slow twitches or a very 
slow, steady retrieve . It's made today in 1/s-, ¼ -, ½ - and 
%-ounce sizes and a choice of nine colors. 

'\ : .•:.-..• ·-.. 
. , 

The Darter, introduced 
in 1924 as the Creek Darter, 
has long been a favorite of 
the Southern bass fisher
men, many calling it the 
"Old Two Thousand" and 
preferring it in No . 19 frog 

finish. Designed without a metal mouthpiece, this rather slim 
lure has a notched mouth and a bobbing, shallow-diving, 
darting action that goes into motion with the caster 's firs t easy 
twitch. It can be worked with a series of short jerks or a steady 
shallow-diving retrieve . The Darter is made today in 1/s-, ¼ -, 
¾ - and % -ounce models, seven finishes and a ½-ounce 
jointed version. 
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Seventy-year-old Orlando tackle dealer Tommy Denmark 
said the old Creek Chub 2000 was the first topwater bait he 
ever used as a high-schooler and the "most popular topwater 
bait ever to hit this section of the woods, and that includes 
north Florida and south Georgia too ." 

The Plunker made its 
catalog debut in 1925, 
billed as a "splendid lure 
on quiet water when the 
bass seem to be logy and 
not inclined to strike." 

1-------------~ When in action, the 
Plunker's large, scooped-out head produced the sound: 
"Plunk-ker plunk!" It led the way for topwater popping 
plugs. You can find it today in 1/s-, ¼-, 3/s- and ½-ounce sizes 
and eight colors . 

The original catalog instructions said, "Toss the Plunker 
into a likely looking pocket in the reeds or pads and give it a 
series of very short jerks with the rod. Don't try to make it 
move around too much, just twitch it enough to keep it 
bobbing, dancing, fussing and 'ker-plunking' in one place. 
Then reel it in a few feet and do it again." 

Many bass fishermen 
remember the popular 
2400 Torpedo by its 
manufacturer 'slname, 

, "Paw-Paw." The1Paw Paw 
Bait Company of Paw 
Paw, Michigan, started 

making these double-spinnered cigar-shaped floaters around 
1935. The Torpedo was developed by owner Clyde C. Sinclair 
and his tackle designers in the Paw Paw Factory. Paw Paw was 
formed from two older tackle firms, the Moonlight Lure 
Company and the Silver Creek Novelty Company 

The Torpedo was a modification on an older lure called the 
No. 1000 Pikaroon minnow that was made between 1900 and 
1910 by Moonlight. When introduced during the mid-1930s, 
the Torpedo was produced in a 50,000 to 100,000 run. For the 
next 25 years, an average of 250,000 plugs were made each 
year, not including the World War II years 1941-1945. 

The all-time best-selling color of the "Paw Paw" was the No. 
2407 Pike scale, a drab greenish hue, followed in order of 
preference by the No. 2420 white body with black stripes, the 
No . 240J. yellow perch, the No. 2421 silver flitters and the No . 
2404 white body with red head . 

The Torpedo was made by Paw Paw until 1967. Shakespeare 
bought the inactive company in 1969 and recommenced pro
duction of the Torpedo in 1973 under the new name Krazy 
Kritter; No. 2400. These well-constructed wood lures were 
made through 1978 when Shakespeare discontinued its lure 
line, but many tackle stores still have them on their shelves. 

The recommended method for working the No. 2400 is to 
give it intermittent twitches near the edges of weed beds and 
brush . On the flats in the spring, before the weeds are up in 
shallow water, the lure is best retrieved with a constant speed . 
Be alert to approaching wakes. For night-fishing, harder jerks 
are used to produce a loud surface attraction. 

South Carolina fishermen have long favored the "Paw
Paw" as a jigger fishing lure for working on eight inches of 
70-pound-test black braided line at the end of an 18-foot 

bamboo pole. Stronger replacement hooks were often added 
to early models for this rugged type of bass fishing. 

The Shakespeare Swim
ming Mouse made its 
debut in the company's 
January 1, 1923, catalog but 
was probably sold during 
1922. The Swimming 

~-----------~ Mouse was described then 
as," A departure from the usual in body formation but proven 
by fishing tests to be attractive to all game fish. Rides on the 
surface of the water with an occasional dart and shallow dive . 
Action is the short, choppy wiggle simulating to a remarkable 
degree that of a swimming mouse . A most attractive and 
novel lure, sells on sight and catches fish. Made in three 
finishes . When not in motion it floats on surface of water." 

The original Swimming Mouse of the 1920s resembled a 
cartoon character with its sloping forehead , notched mouth, 
protruding glass eyes and braided fishing line tail. It floated 
when motionless and ran 8 to 12 inches underwater when 
pulled continuously. The Mouse was able to wend its way 
through weeds or rushes without snagging. The advertise
ments called it an "all-weather and all-waters bait, equally 
effective for all freshwater game fish in lake or stream,shallow 
or deep, rough or smooth water,and night or day fishing. " 

The origin of the Swimming Mouse is stiUa mystery C. W. 
"Opie" Davis, while vice president for Shakespeare, once told 
Brooke Ortell, a lure designer, that the Mouse came from 
somebody up in Michigan who fished for smallmouth bass in 
the Muskegan River by floating a live mouse on a chip of 
wood out into the current. But Davis said he was never able to 
authenticate the story or learn the fisherman 's name. 

With few design changes, the Swimming Mouse appeared 
regularly in Shakespeare's catalog from 1923 through 1956. In 
1952 Creek Chub Company bought the assets of the bait 
division and continued the Shakespeare lure line, including 
the Mouse, and sold the baits back to the original manufac
turer. After 1956, Shakespeare discontinued lure sales and for 
17 years had no lures in their catalogs. Copies of the unpa
tented Mouse were made by Paw Paw and Creek Chub dur
ing this period. 

Shakespeare's Swimming Mouse was reincarnated in their 
1973 catalog along with the company's other plugs and classic 
lures from the Paw Paw line. Four years earlier, Shakespeare 
had purchased the assets of the old Paw Paw Bait Company 
All these plugs were made from wood in a plant set up in 
Hong Kong. The new 1973 Mouse looked different from the 
original 1923 design since it was based on a 1939 model which 
had an underslung jaw with the line eyelet on the bottom jaw 
rather than the top. The new Mouse went out of production in 
1978 but is still on the shelves of many tackle shops. 

The Mouse is balanced to sit in the water so the cup comes 
down on the surface making a definite plump when pulled 
from the line tie, according to Trig Lund, fishing tackle consul
tant with Shakespeare. Always tie a Mouse with a loose loop 
knot, never directly with a tight knot, Lund said. A big snap 
or ball swivel will kill the lure's action, but a loose loop allows 
it to swing with the movement it was designed to possess. 

The Hula Popper and Jitterbug have been attracting mil
lions of fish and fishermen for more than 30 years. Fred 
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Arbogast of Akron, Ohio, was the original inventor of both 
topwater plugs. Arbogast died in 1947 but the Fred Arbogast 
Company and its award-winning lures continue today. 

The Hula Popper looks 
like a wide-mouthed 

~~ ~ frog, all bug-eyed be
cause she's losing her 
skirt. Fred Arbogast de
signed this plastic float
ing bait to produce a loud 

pop when jerked, to sell wiggly hula skirts, to be easy to work 
and to catch bass. It has done all four for 30 years. 

Hula Poppers were never made from wood but were 
molded in plastic since patented in November 1949. Initially 
sold in a single casting weight for bass, today's lures come in 
four sizes from 3/16- to 5/6-ounce. The manufacturer states 
that approximately 15 to 20 million Hula Poppers have been 
sold since their first year. The best-selling colors have been 
frog, yellow, black and the coach dog combinations. 

A good still water lure, the Hula Popper fishes best close to 
shorelines, logs and stumps in wind-protected areas. After 
casting into a fishy-looking spot, such as a small pocket of 
water in a lily pad bed or a patch of weeds, hold it still to give 
the hula skirt a chance to squirm. Once the ripples disappear, 
pop the lure three or four times, then rest it. Then retrieve the 
slack line and repeat. Usually gentle pops are enough, but 
occasionally a hard pop will stir a bass to action. Many fish 
strike while the lure lies motionless. 

During 1947, shortly before Arbogast died, he and Ortell 
finished the Hula Popper. Ortell remembers, "I guess I whit
tled out a hundred models using white poplar since we 
couldn't get cedar. We finally sorted them out and settled on 
that one design. When Fred died that fall, we already had the 
prototype ready and I went ahead and completed the work of 
getting the plastic molds ready for injection molding. The new 
Hula Popper came out in 1948." 

When introduced by 
Arbogast in about 1937, 
the Jitterbug was made of 
aromatic cedar and the 
first few thousand with 
glass eyes. It was pa-

.__ __________ __, tented July 9, 1940, and 
November 4, 1941. Arbogast was prepared initially to man
ufacture 50,000, but closed out that first year selling more than 
200,000 baits, according to Homer Circle, who was selling 
tackle in Ohio at that time. 

The Jitterbug dance was a craze then, so Arbogast thought 
that would be a good name. The Jitterbug lure has a unique 
built-in action that produces a steady paddling "plop .. 
plop .. plop .. " if reeled in without pausing or an end-switching 
dance on the surface when twitched or popped intermittently. 
Dick Kotis, president of the Arbogast company, recommends 
the "stop and go" method of fishing the Jitterbug. The fisher
man retrieves the lure one to three feet, stopping until the 
ripples disappear, retrieves a few more feet and repeats the 
procedure until the plug is in the boat. 

Nine different sizes and models of the Jitterbug are avail
able today, including jointed, weedless and musky versions. 
Kotis says that the three best-selling colors of Jitterbug are 

black, frog and yellow, in that order. He estimates that about 
20 million of these plugs have been made and sold since its 
introduction. 

The Jitterbug was developed from a poorly designed diving 
plug that Arbogast made as a young man in the early 1920s. 

Brooke Ortell, a friend and consultant to Arbogast, said the 
inventor had cast little spoons or whatever he had to catch the 
bass in Turkey Foot Lake, near Akron, Ohio. The bass would 
be "in the jumps" or feeding on hickory shad minnows at the 
surface. "Fred believed that he needed a bait that would dive 
deep into the 'jumps' to catch the big bass. He made a bait 
from a piece of oak or ash broomstick, cut the head at a 
downward slant and attached a metal spoon-shaped head 
crossways. But the plug didn't work. When he pulled it, it 
would sink, run erratically and even jump out of the water. 
There was no way he could use it. . 

"Several years later in 1934 I was visiting Fred. We had met 
in 1931 at a casting tournament in Goodyear gymnasium and 
from there evolved a lifelong friendship . During that visit I 
found the thing in the drawer of an old dresser in his house, 
and I asked him, 'What is this?' 

"He explained, 'Well, it was a bait, an underwater bait that 
didn't work.' 

"I took the hooks off of it and together we started messing 
with it. I said, 'Man, you got a red hot topwater bait here!' 

"That was the beginning of the Jitterbug." 

The Dalton Special, one 
of the most popular sur
face lures, has been tempt
ing big bass to the top for 
40 years in Florida and 
northward. Its flat bottom, 

.__ ___________ __, extending to the nose, 
emphasizes its closed mouth,a pair of prominent black eyes 
and a spinner on its tail stamped with a barracuda. 

Born near Albany, Kentucky, in 1878, Phillip Porter "Perry" 
Dalton was the man who introduced the Dalton Special. His 
plugs made their first big splash on March 13, 1938, on Lake 
Okeechobee, Florida, after he and a group of Tampa 
sportsmen had had an unsuccessful morning of fishing from 
guided boats. When Dalton produced some handpainted 
lures from his tackle box, the guides wouldn't consider using 
them. Then he boated three bass-8, 5 and 6 pounds- on 
three consecutive casts. They were convinced. In a little less 
than two hours he and his fishing buddies had put 55 bass in 
the live wells. "Doc" Smoak, who caught a 12-pounder that 
day, suggested these lures be called the Dalton Special. 

In 1939 Dalton made arrangements for the Shakespeare 
company to make his lures. From 1949 to 1975 the Dalton 
Special was made by the tackle firm of Florida Fishing Tackle 
in St. Petersburg, Florida. Metal Marine Products of Clear
water, Florida, then purchased the rights and equipment to 
make the Dalton Special, Dalton Twist and Barracuda spoon. 

"The Dalton Specials are still made entirely of wood with 
two plastic models also available," states Clark Lea, president 
of Marine Metal Products. "Earlier versions were of northern 
white cedar but today we use basswood and white sugar pine, 
which both work well ." 

In 1951 Dalton said that 1.25 million Specials had been sold 
and that, since 1939, the demand for his lures had increased by 
10 percent each year. 
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The hottest-selling color for the Dalton Special has always 
been the yellow frog, according to Lea, and is followed in close 
order by the white frog, silver flash and yellow perch. First 
sold in single casting size, this lure now comes in five weights 
from 1/5- to 3/5-ounce. 

Though anglers who religiously use the Dalton Special have 
special techniques for working it, the manufacturer recom
mends the "stop and go" routine. 

"Cast it near an object and let it lie for five to 15 seconds. 
Lightly jerk it three to five times, moving it two-thirds inches 
each time, pausing one-half second between jerks. Wait about 
five seconds after this sequence and repeat the procedure 
until the Dalton is all the way in." 

Local angling history in Orlando, Florida, reveals Dalton 
got the idea for his Special from a lure made in that area from 
the late 1920s until about 1934. Paul Mannon, who had a 
business on West Central Avenue, carved the plug of similar 
design and called it the Angle Lure. After it was no longer 
made, Dalton picked up the basic design and made it famous. 

The Devil's Horse, a 
slim, double-spinnered 
floating plug, with droop
ing eyes on its underside, 
was first designed in 1946 
by a businessman in 

Shreveport, Louisiana, 
who was looking for an effective night-fishing bait and an 
inexpensive way to advertise. 

"I fished four years, four nights a week, all night long to 
develop a bait that would catch fish at night, and the Devil's 
Horse was that bait," said Jack K. Smithwick, 75-year-old 
inventor of the lure. "I wanted a lure that was light, wjth two 
spinners, and a lot of action on the water when I was retriev
ing it. Of course there were many good lures on the market 
but not with the size, shape and buoyancy that I wanted. 

"I was in the office machine business then and renting 
space in the newspaper to advertise my business. I decided, 
'What's the use-when I can whittle out these baits, give 
them away and advertise with them?' I'd work in the field 
during the day, selling office equipment, and whittle baits 
in the living room at night. I rubber-stamped my name on 
each lure and gave one to every customer I called on. Now, 
with few exceptions, everybody around Shreveport is a 
fisherman . 

"For fl.early a year I was handing out fish baits to company 
presidents, treasurers, bookkeeping heads and so on. One 
day, over in Roger Lacey's office in Longview, Texas, 27 fel
lows let me know they wanted at least one of my fish baits. I 
told' em that was a lot of whittling and I didn't know whether I 
could inake that many and just give 'em away. They said 
they'd buy the lures . So I whittled the plugs, delivered 'em 
and sold my first baits." 

In November, 1948, Smithwick sold a dozen of his lures for 
$6.75 to a storekeeper named Cayce in Longview. By January, 
only three had been sold, so Cayce ran an ad in the newspaper 
on a Friday. The nine remaining lures were sold Saturday 
morning. Cayce ordered four dozen more . 

"He asked what I was going to call my bait," Smithwick 
remembers. "Well, I brought it in, put it on the mantle over 
the fireplace, backed off to get a good look at it, and I thought it 

looked like a praying mantis. I said I'll call you the Devil's 
Horse (a common name for the mantis) ." 

He whittled the 48 lures for Cayce and they sold out in a 
week. Cayce ordered 24 dozen. An old friend named Fat 
Adams, who ran a general store in Kilgore, Texas, called to 
order all the lures Smithwick could send. He couldn't keep up 
with the demands, so he bought a metalworking lathe from 
Sears and Roebuck for $50 and set it up in his breakfast room. 
In a few months, orders were flooding in from the entire 
Arkansas-Texas area; he hired some help and moved the lathe 
to the garage. 

"I finally thought, 'Maybe the tail is wagging the dog.' After 
discussing it with my wife, I gave up the office machine 
business and declared myself into the fish bait business .. . . 
The first year of full-scale business we made and sold about 
30,000 lures. We have sold millions and millions of the Devil's 
Horse lure and have yet to make a single change in its design, 
hooks or spinners. It's the same bait we first put on the 
market." 

The most popular colors of the Devil's Horse are the origi
nals: No. 9 perch, No. 10 black with white stripes, No. 8 shad, 
No. 7 butterfly yellow and No . 5 yellow and black stripes. The 
standard original Devil's Horse is a %-ounce casting lure. 
Related lures in the family range from ¾- to ½-ounce 
weights. 

Smithwick recommends that his Devil's Horse be retrieved 
without allowing slack in the line and with the tiniest twitches 
possible." Aim one foot above where you're casting, stop the 
lure in the air and let it drop on the water. Start to retrieve as 
soon as it hits, holding your rod straight up to keep slack out 
and alternately jerking it one, one-two, one-two-three. The 
tiniest jerk produces the most fish, and if you jerk six inches, 
you're pulling, not jerking." 

"Do not cast a lure to a spot; make four, five or six jerks, or, 
say, jerk it a yard or two and then begin to reel it in looking for 
another place to throw it," Smithwick cautioned. "Make at 
least five casts in that one spot before you leave it, if you 
believe there's fish there, and work that lure all the way to the 
boat. Do not rush! More fish are caught within 20 feet of your 
boat on a topwater lure than any other place." 

The Rapala, a stream
lined balsa wood minnow 
with silver foil skin and a 
diving lip, was the first of 
the widely-imitated 

Finnish minnow lures . 
Since its first publicity in 

1962, this lure has vied with a score oflook-alikes, but remains 
a top seller. The Rapala started a revolution in lure design and 
the use of balsa in artificial lures. 

The lure's delicate, lifelike, quivering action is designed to 
duplicate an injured minnow or forage fish . Properly fished, 
the Rapala swims side to side, rolling slightly with the rhythm 
of a fish in distress. 

Originated during the late 1930s by Lauri Rapala, a com
mercial fisherman from Riihilahti, Finland, the Rapala min
nows first came to the United States through Finns living in 
the upper Midwest-Great Lakes area. Individual lures were 
purchased during trips to the old country or as gifts from 
friends and relatives there. 



Ron Weber, now president of Normark Corporation, the 
Minne a polis-based company that introduced the Rapala, 
had heard rumors of this lure in the late 1950s but first 
encountered it during a 1959 fishing trip to Gull Wind 
Lake near Dryden, Ontario. After a day of unimpressive 
fishing, Weber's fishing buddy lifted a handmade lure from 
his tackle box and,within the next hour, the Rapala produced 
fish after fish over a previously fishless point. All the while, 
Weber was varying techniques and depths and changing 
from one favorite lure to another, but having no such 
luck. 

Weber wrote the lure-maker in Finland and placed an order 
for 500 lures for distribution in the Minnesota area. Arriving 
early in 1960, the lures sold immediately. Realizing the poten
tial, Weber formed a partnership with his friend Ray Ostrom, 
Minneapolis sporting goods dealer. During their first two 
years, these two fishermen sold all the lures that the Rapala 
family and their neighbors could produce. Then an explosion 
came for which no one was prepared . 

The July 17, 1972, issue of Life magazine hit the newstand 
with Marilyn Monroe on the cover and an article inside 
called "The Lure That Fish Can't Pass Up." It was the 
Rapala ! The friendly little importing partnership was 
suddenly deluged with a backlog of orders for more than 
three million lures. 

From a two-man partnership and a small Finnish "cottage 
industry" producing hand-carved lures has developed the 
Normark Corporation, a modern, high-production company 
honored in 1975 for selling 25 million Rapala lures after 15 
years of marketing. Lauri Rapala died in 1974 at the age of 68, 
but his sons continue their father's tradition of craftsmanship, 
individually balancing and tank-testing each lure at a modern 
plant in Vaaksy, Finland , which employs some 150 
townspeople. 

The most popular colors in the floating Rapala are silver, 
gold and perch. The lure is available in casting and spinning 
sizes. A product of more than 30 manufacturing steps, each 
minnow has its hooks firmly attached by means of a stainless 
steel wire which encircles the light balsa body. 

Manufacturer Ostrom recommends the use of a lock snap 
with no swivel or a loose loop knot, such as the uni. Cast the 
lure close to weed beds, logs or other cover, then allow it to rest 
about 15 seconds . 

Twitch it lightly to simulate a struggling minnow, then 
allow a second of rest. Retrieve the Rapala with a slight 
twitching or pumping motion, so it floats to the surface and 
then dives, as if struggling to swim. When twitches don't 
produce, a continuous shallow diving retrieve is also a good 
tactic. 

Quite similar to the 
Rapala, the Rebel lure 
was a 1963 American in
novation in plastic which 
met the zealous demands 

of anglers for this new 
type of artificial minnow. 

It has proved to be a scientifically well-designed lure and one 
of the largest-selling. 

George Perrin, founder and chairman of Plastics Research 
and Development Corporation in Fort Smith, Arkansas, read 

the Life magazine article saying the demand for the Rapala 
was too great to meet . He designed a similar lure to be 
produced in sufficient quantity. He named it the Rebel for the 
football mascot at the new South Side High School in Fort 
Smith. 

After a very successful trip with a rented Rapala on Lake 
Ouachita near Fort Smith, Perrin was convinced of the lure's 
effectiveness. But he noticed it was hard to cast against wind 
with light spinning gear and 10-pound test line. He intended 
to create a plastic lure which could be more easily cast on 
traditional baitcasting gear. 

Completing a mold, Perrin went back down on Lake 
Ouachita taking just the lure parts with him. At the lodge at 
Mountain Harbor Marina on Hot Springs, he and a guide 
glued all the baits together and painted them with fingernail 
polish. They had a fantastic fishing day. That's wher;i Perrin 
decided to run his first Rebel ad, a small black and white ad in 
Life magazine during the early summer of 1963. 

The response caught Perrin off guard . He didn' t have a sales 
manager other than himself and wasn't really set up to meet 
the demand. Between 8,000 and 13,000 dozen orders flooded 
in. The lures actually weren't mass-produced until 1964 when 
50,000 dozen lures were made and sold. Things picked up 
after that. 

The first Rebels were made from tan bone plastic painted 
with silver for flash, but the silver paint just didn't do the 
trick. Perrin engineered a precise cross-hatching pattern of 
15-degree slants and began metallizing his lures to obtain a 
durable finish with maximum light transmission. His lures 
have critically honed wall thicknesses and an internal rib 
system to keep them balanced and running true . 

The minnow has changed little in the past 15 years, still 
retaining its flashy crosshatching. The most radical change is 
that some of the Rebels now have a smooth naturalized finish, 
closely imitating small bass, rainbow trout and other potential 
big bass delights . 

The best-selling color in the floating Rebel is the silver with 
black back in the 4.5- and 5.5-inch lengths for freshwater. 
Jointed models are also very popular. 

The Rebel can be fished with a stop-and-go twitch or steady 
diving retrieve. The use of a loose loop knot is mandatory. 
Tying a snug knot directly to the eye or using a heavy snap
swivel will cut 80 percent of the action. In the larger minnows, 
a split ring on the tie eye would be okay, but on smaller models 
like the inch and a half, the extra weight of the ring will 
impede the lure's action. 

That 13 of the most popular topwater lures were created in 
the Midwest Great Lakes area is no coincidence. Baitcasting 
was developed there between 1900 and 1920. When Jim 
Heddon in Dowagiac, Michigan, crafted the first casting plug 
in the 1890s, the techniques and the anglers capable of tossing 
the new maverick "wooden minnows" were not far behind. 

Improving upon another's idea has always been a subtle 
by-law of the fishing lure business. Sometimes the imitator 
has outdistanced the original, but, as a rule, the first lure with 
good design that attracts angler and angled will hold its own 
against all facsimiles. Some effective lures have disappeared 
from the modern tackle catalogs, despite their popularity. The 
fisherman need not lament for long, because most topwater 
greats rise to live again. 
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Have just returned from visiting your 
lovely Yemassee area. I enjoyed reading 
your fine magazine and enclosed is my 
subscription. Your article on doves was 
most interesting. One error though . 
Doves are legal game in Rhode Island. I 
believe only a few hundred are shot be
cause of our limited acreage. They are all 
gone south long before now except for 
the few that remain around feeders all 
winter. Mason Cocroft 

President, Audubon Society 
of Rhode Island 

Thank you very much for two very spe
cial articles in the November-December 
1978 edition of South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine; the "Natural Decision" by 
Gene Lyons was a magnificent essay
articulate with very sound arguments. 
The author displayed a wealth of 
background knowledge and presented it 
both intelligibly and understandably. I 
am sending-a copy of this to my brother 
in Montana, who is both hunter and en
vironmentalist. "Gentleman's Game
Gentleman's Dog" by John Davis was, 
without measure , a treat for the 
traditionalist and dog lover. I never cease 
to be less than awed with the arrival of 
each issue of your magazine. Thank you 
so very much for affording me such plea
sure in words and pictures. 

Cecily Koch 
Columbia 

I would like to subscribe to South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine for 1979-1980. 

You all have a fine quality magazine; 
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other than National Geographic and Bet
ter Romes and Gardens and my Christian 
literature, I do not find other magazines 
as informative or as top quality as yours. I 
am proud to be represented as a South 
Carolinian by such a fine quality wildlife 
magazine. 

Not only is the magazine beautiful in 
art work both photographically and artis
tically, but you have such informative, 
interesting and really neat articles. 

Linda Woosley 
North Augusta 

In your November/December issue, 
"The Natural Decision" written by Gene 
Lyons was the best article of its kind that 
has been published in a long while. 

If licensed sport hunting were 
abolished, where would the money to 
support habitat come from? The anti
hunting groups pay money from their 
pockets to stop hunting, and they are 
really more dangerous to wildlife than 
the hunters. 

A lot of people cry about animals being 
taken by hunters, and they turn right 
around and try to poison the neighbor's 
dog. Then they wonder where the squir
rels and rabbits went! 

You have an excellent magazine and as 
long as it's there, I' ll buy it. 

Jimmie Holler 
Rock Hill 

Having been mostly out of the state for 
the past five years, I really enjoy South 
Carolina Wildlife. Unlike socks and 
underwear, it 's one Christmas present 
that I always look forward to seeing re
newed! 

We are a week into deer season (rifle) 
here-I think bow season was much 
saner (and safer). Too many people shoot 
at anything that moves. I am not a 
hunter-I hate trapping mice even-but 
I do enjoy target shooting, especially 
when I do better than my dad. 

Thank you for "taking" me home every 
few months. I just wish I could see Clem
son and the rest of the state more often. 

Susan Geiger 
Bayfield, Wisc. 

It has been my extreme pleasure to 
read and see your magazine for the last 
number of years. The format, photos, 
illustrations and stories have been of ex
ceptionally good taste. 

However, the November-December 
1978 issue was, to my way of thinking, not 

up to par. The six-page color "advertise
ment" for Winchester shotguns was in 
bad or poor judgment. I presume you 
plan equal space for all the other 
shotgun-rifle companies. I was in the 
publishing field for 33 years and I'm sure 
any editor I ever had would have taken 
me to task for running such an article 
except with a border around it and the 
wording "adv" underneath. 

I own and enjoy my Winchester 12 and 
have always found Winchester Arms 
above reproach. The article was simply 
an advertisement for them . .. and not a 
very good one at that. 

Please revert back to your splendid ar
ticles that are tastefully done. 

Joseph P. Curry 
Shallotte, N. C. 

I am a resident of Wyoming state 
now-having moved out West only a year 
and a half ago from South Carolina. I 
grew up in South Carolina and I dearly 
miss the state-not to mention the 
white-tailed deer hunting and all the 
other superb outdoor sports South 
Carolina offers. 

After moving here to Wyoming, I was 
scared of losing all contact with the 
South's outdoors. This is why I wanted to 
write you this note-to tell you that your 
magazine brings me so close to South 
Carolina's outdoors that I feel right at 
home. 

To make a long story short, reading 
South Carolina Wildlife is the next best 
thing to being there. I would also like to 
say that South Carolina Wildlife magazine 
is more my friend than just a magazine. 

Kenny Gooden 
Kemmerer, Wyo. 

As always, your November-December 
1978 issue of South Carolina Wildlife lives 
up to its fine quality of writing and pho
tography. 

I am, though, disappointed with the 
title of John Davis' article, "Gentleman's 
Game-Gentleman's Dog." This title and 
story indicate that quail hunting is only a 
sport for boys and men. Perhaps Mr. 
Davis doesn't realize that over a million 
women hunt, most of whom are en
gaged in upland shooting. 

An ardent hunter myself and the 
owner of three Brittany spaniels, I would 
hope that a future article on quail hunting 
would mention girls and women. 

Joan Cone 
Williamsburg, Va . 



.. 

Every season sportsmen tell of the tro
phy buck or gobbler that spooked just 
out of range or of the flight of green
heads that flaired off right outside the 
decoys. These "almost got 'um" stories 
make good hunting tales, but they might 
have changed to the hunter 's favor if a 
bit of common sense about conceal
ment had been followed. 

Until the present decade the sports
man's choice of clothing was limited 
mainly to tan jackets and pants or the 
army-navy store variety of drab olive sur
plus clothing. A seemingly endless offer
ing of camouflage clothing and gear is 
now out in reds, greens and browns 
ranging from leaf patterns to tiger stripes. 
Head nets, face_masks, hats, gloves, jack
ets, pants, jumpsuits and rain gear are 
offered by many manufacturers in light
weight and insulated varieties. Life vests, 
flotation jackets, camouflage paste and 
gun or bow socks add to the list of spe
cialty items available in camouflage. 

All of the above equipment and cloth
ing are supposedly designed to give the 
sportsman an edge on his quarry. Any
one who has tried to spot a woodcock or 
quail in dead grass or a copperhead in 
dry leaves can hardly justify an argument 
that camouflage has little effect. But 
many veteran hunters agree that move
ment and body shape are the most criti
cal factors for any type of still hunting. 

A properly chosen hunting outfit for 
dove, duck, deer or turkey blends with 
the background. The idea behind the 
brown, black, green and gray splotches 
of color in camouflage clothing is to 
break up the solid pattern of color and 
make the hunter 's silhouette indefinite. 
The dominant color in the clothing, how
ever, should closely match the dominant 
tones and densities of the vegetation in 
the area to be hunted. Greens are best 
for early season dove or deer hunting 
and for spring turkey hunting. 

Game biologists have proven that 
deer, like most other mammals, are color
blind and see only in shades of black or 
white. For this reason , clothing manufac
turers have developed red camouflage, 

Camouflage 
and Common Sense 
Clothes may not make the man, but 
they can help make a hunt successful for dove 
shooter, deer stalker, waterfowler or turkey hunter. 

which has the same density as green 
camouflage . What the deer can 't see pro
tects the sportsman from other hunters. 
The question of color vision is still out on 
ducks and turkeys, but most biologists 
seem to feel that these birds can see 
colors, or at least have much superior 
vision to that of mammals. Reds are def
initely not acceptable for duck or turkey 
hunting. 

For mid-season dove and deer hunting 
and for waterfowling near dead brush 
and grass, tan and brown combinations 
blend in better than predominantly 
green clothing. Dark greens and blacks 
are more suited against a background of 
coastal mud flats and live palmettos. 

Head and hand movements are two of 
the most common giveaways of the wait
ing hunter 's position . Camouflage 
gloves, head nets or face masks help 
hide these small moves. Camouflage 
paste is another solution for those who 
feel head nets and gloves restrict vision 
or shooting ability. The pi}ste may be 
washed off with soap and water. 

Guns and thermos bottles rarely scare 
game unless they are highly reflective qr . 
the hunter moves them frequently. But 

sticks or palmetto fonds from the 'lmme
diate area combined with the proper 
camouflage clothing should be sufficient 
to hide all but the most fidgety hunter. If 
the hunter's outline is broken up and 
movements are slow and deliberate, 
game will not spook. 

Comfort is the key to lack of move
ment in blind or hide. Clothing of the 
proper fit and weight, a small cushion 
and a comfortable position after sticks or 
leaves are cleared away can make a long 
wait easier. In early fall or late spring, a 
head net will cut down on the annoyance 
of mosquitos and other biting insects. 

With a thin screen of brush or grass, an 
incoming duck or turkey gobbler may be 
followed only with the eyes. If the hunter 
has chosen the correct camouflage cloth
ing and location for his blind and avoids 
movement, the game will usually come 
around in gun range . 

With the presence of more hunters in 
the woods, furred and feathered game is 
more wary than ever. A little camouflage 
and common sense can go a long way 
toward giving the sportsman an edge. 

for those hunters who are paranoiq _ 
about such items, shell boxes and ther- . 
mos bottles may be tucked out of sight in ""i 
foliage or a camouflage bag. A bow sock · ;: 
can be used to cover guns or the gun may 
be painted with dull decoy colors. 

Camouflage can be used to excess. ; 
The hunter who binds himself like 
camouflage mummy or builds thick 
blinds that block vision unless he pops 
up like a jack-in-the-box is not much bet
ter off than the good guy who alwa· 
wears a white hat afield. 

Clothing should not restrict movement 
and should be chosen according to the 
climate as well as the vegetation . A few 

, 

orner 
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OAK OF OAKS 
South Carolina's Massive Angel Oak To Be Preserved 

Angel Oak on Johns Island 
near Charleston was recently 
registered as a state landmark 
through the South Carolina 
Heritage Trust program. 

Citing the Angel Oak's 
unique place in the hearts of 
Lowcountry residents, Heri
tage Trust made an agreement 
with Shanley Realty Company, 
owners of the property where 
the tree stands, to serve as ad
viser on maintenance and de
velopment with the company 
retaining ownership. 

Angel Oak has attracted ad
mi re rs to the Charleston 
County rural community for 
centuries. Although the tree is 
only 60 feet tall, its crown cov
ers about one-third acre. Its 
longest limb is said to be 150 
feet while its thickest limb is a 
bulky 10 feet in circumference. 

The tree's enormous trunk 
girth , crown spread and what 
one writer has described as 
"those wonderful, octopus
like branches" have earned its 
reputation as the largest and 
oldest live oak in South 
Carolina. Having a circumfer
ence exceeding 23 feet, the 
tree is no doubt one of the 
largest, but several other Low
country live oaks are actually 
known .to be larger. 

Although a local post card 
cites its age as 1,400 years old, 
experts agree that reports of its 
antiquity have been grossly 
exaggerated. Two professional 
foresters estimate the tree's 
age to be 700 or 800 years old. 
Another more conservative es
timate is 275 or 300 years old . 

"The popular assumption 
that large oaks must be ancient 
arises from the characteristic 
that their rapid growth may 
give even youthful trees the 
appearance of advanced age," 
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Johns Island's Angel Oak 

explains the American Forestry 
Association publication " Fa
mous and Historic Trees." 

Jack Leland of the Charleston 
News and Courier agrees, ob
serving that most tourists be
lieve the live oaks lining the 
main street of McClellanville 
are centuries old , when in fact 
he helped plant them in the 
1930s as part of a high school 
youth project. 

Still , the Angel Oak is at least 
as old as the founding of this 
country and can certainly be 
considered worthy of the ven-

eration accorded a tree of its 
size and primeval beauty. 

Very little is known of the 
tree's actual history, except that 
the Angel family, for whom 
the tree is named, originally 
owned the oak tree site. The 
family is buried in the church
yard at St. John's Episcopal 
Church, located one-fourth 
mile above the Angel Oak. No 
Angel descendents seem to be 
living in the area to pass on 
whatever story there might be 
of the great tree . 

Regardless of its ownership, 

the Angel Oak has been cared 
for over the years by many local 
civic organizations such as the 
Agricultural Society of South 
Carolina, the Magnolia Garden 
Club and, recently, the Bay 
Front 4-H Girls Club. 

Other visitors seem to be 
equally determined to defile 
and destroy the tree. A 
thoughtless trash problem was 
insult enough in the fifties and 
sixties, but lately the tree has 
endured much harsher abuse. 1 

Initials are spray-painted on the 
trees or carved with pick axes 
in the trunks and branches. 
Fires are lit at its base, and pro
tective fences are repeatedly 
damaged as vandals find a way 
through. 

Registration is essentially a , 
gentleman 's agreement in 
which two parties mutually 
pledge to preserve the natural 
character of a site by protecting ' 
its special qualities. Shanley , 
Realty plans to develop the two 
acres surrounding the spec
tacular tree as a nature park 
open to public visitation. Once 
the nature park is completed, a 
full-time caretaker will provide 
on-site protection. 

Under the terms of the 
registration agreement, all 
d eve Io pm e n t p I an s must 
be approved by the Heritage 
Trust Advisory Board, a 17- c 
member decision-making 
body composed of state 
agency leaders and guberna-
torial appointees. t 

Situated off S. C. Highway t 
700 in Charleston County, the < 
Angel Oak is the second site to 
be registered as a heritage site I, 
under the South Carolina~ r 
Heritage Trust. The first regis- I, 
tration was Cook's Mountain f 
in Richland County.-JULIE, r 
LUMPKIN t 



North America's most endangered mammal, the red wolf 

Red Wolves Do Well 
An experiment to determine 

whether the red wolf could be 
readjusted to its former range 
has been called a success by 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice. In November, the two 
wolves involved were recov
ered in excellent condition 
from Bull's Island. 

The female was recaptured 
first as she gnawed at specially 
modified leghold traps laced 
with a tranquilizer. The male 
appeared too wary for the 
trapping procedure and 
eluded 14 sets made on the is
land. They may have been "trap 
shy" since this was the method 
originally used to capture them 
in Louisiana. 

About two weeks following 
the recapture of the female, 
the male was captured with a 
helicopter and a tranquilizer 
dart gun. 

The first pair of wolves re-
leased on the island had to be 

1,. recaptured soon after their re
. lease because they wandered 
1 farther than anticipated. The 
=. male of that original pair even-

tually returned to Bull's Island 

where he was recaptured . The 
female was recaptured on the 
mainland with a dart fired from 
a helicopter, but she died soon 
after from a uterine infection. 
The male of that original pair 
was returned to the Point De
fiance Zoo in Tacoma, Wash
ington, where a pack of wolves 
are being studied. 

Released in January a year 
ago, the pair recaptured in No
vember proved the experiment 
a success despite its poor 
beginning. The two wolves ap
peared to have fared well dur
ing their stay of almost a year 
on the South Carolina barrier 
island and the neighboring 
Capers Island. The two moved 
freely between the two islands 
during their stay. 

The male gained 13 pounds 
while in the wild but the female 
stayed about the same weight. 
It was uncertain if the pair had 
produced offspring during the 
experiment. 

According to John Dorsett, 
head of the Red Wolf Recovery 
Team, and George Garris, 
manager of Cape Romain Ref-

uge, the study provided much 
information about the be
havior, food habits and move
ments of the red wolf. 

This was the first transloca
tion experiment for the red 
wolf, one of North America's 
most endangered mammals. 
While the animal was once 
found throughout the 
Southeastern United States, 
it is now restricted to a small 
coastal area in southeastern 
Te x a s a n d n e i g h b o r i n'g 
Louisiana. 

Suffering from loss of habitat 
and human interference, the 
red wolf in its pure genetic 
strain is being diluted by inter
breeding with coyotes, a pro
cess of genetic deterioration 
biologists say is a threat to the 
red wolf's existence. 

A permanent population of 
wolves was never intended for 
Bull's Island. The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service has an
nounced that it will continue to 
search for a suitable mainland 
or larger island site for addi
tional research on red wolf 
recovery. 

Funds Sought 
for Turkey Research 
Center in S.C. 

The National Wild Turkey 
Federation recently launched a 
campaign to raise $500,000 to 
construct the nation's first wild 
turkey research center in 
Edgefield. 

To begin the project, a 6.62-
acre building site in Edgefield 
has been donated to the orga
nization by the Flexopla'te Divi
sion of Tranter Inc. 

The center will house an ag
gressive research facility com
plete with forestry and wildlife 
management divisions as well 
as a national wild turkey 
museum and hall of fame. 

A second building phase will 
include a living outdoor 
wildlife center featuring all 
species of wild turkey and 
some related wildlife. 

" It will be a facility where 
both hunter and nonhunter 
alike will have the opportunity 
to see and know this magnifi
cent wild creature as few be
fore them," said Tom Rodgers, 
executive vice president of the 
federation . 

The federation is now receiv
ing tax-deductible donations 
from individuals and busi
nesses. Anyone donating $5 or 
more will receive a wildlife 
print by artist Larry Toschik. 

Donations should be ad
dressed to Wild Turkey Re
search Center, Post Office Box 
467, Edgefield, S. C. , 29824. 

~ - :,. ( -.. -- -~i ~~ 
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HYPOTHERMIA ... 
A real danger to early bird fishermen. 

While the first warm days of 
spring seem perfect fishing 
weather, water temperatures 
remain low and present a 
danger to boaters and anglers, 
state boating officials warn. 

Atmospheric temperatures 
may change rapidly and warm 
days in March are common in 
South Carolina. Water, how
ever, warms more slowly and 
cold water can kill quickly, 
even on warm days. 

Hypothermia or loss of body 
heat can result in heart failure 
to fishermen who go over
board into cold water. Survival 
time is determined by the tem
perature, duration and amount 
of protection. Body heat is lost 
25 times faster in water than in a 

Proper body 
position can 
conserve body 
heat and provide 
protection from 
chilling water. 

dry atmosphere, according to 
Mike Williams, a state boating 
officer. 

"Hypothermia is the number 
one killer of outdoor recrea
tionists," Williams said. "Many 
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boaters and fishermen don't 
realize the danger of hypo
thermia. I believe that a large 
percentage of water-related 
deaths in winter are not actu
ally drownings but hypo
thermia cases." 

Even in water as warm as 50 
degrees, which is common in 
early spring, a fisherman or 
boater who finds himself over
board will not survive an hour 
without protection. 

With some protection and 
proper emergency proce
dures, a person's chances of 
surviving are increased dramat
ically; Williams said. 

Boating officials are always 
encouraging the boating pub
lic to wear life-saving equip
ment or personal flotation de
vices to protect them from 
drowning. lnthewintertheflo
tation device adds protection 
from the cold as well. 

Williams noted that in SO
degree water, when survival 
with no protection would be SO 
minutes or less, wearing a flo
tation device will increase the 
amount of time you can spend 
in the water to 2.5 hours. 

Uncontrolled shivering is the 
first sign of hypothermia. This 
is the body's attempt to gener
ate heat and occurs when the 
body temperature dips below 
the normal 98.6 degrees. 

As body temperature de
creases, the victim may lose 
touch with reality. Blood ves
sels constrict in the head and 
extremities to keep more 
blood in the trunk area of the 
body, and to reduce the 
amount of blood going to the 
brain. A person in the second 
phase of hypothermia behaves 
much like an intoxicated per
son. His speech is slurred and 
his judgment impaired. 

"The victim may look to 
shore, figure he can swim the 
distance, even though it may 
be hundreds of yards away," 
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Loss of body 
heat is directly 

related to water 
temperature, 

length of 
exposure and the amount 

of protective clothing. 

Williams warned. "This is a 
common, often fatal mistake." 

Once the victim's core tem
perature falls below 90 de
grees, there is a loss of con
sciousness. When the core 
temperature drops below 86 
degrees, death results. 

Quoting from U.S. Coast 
Guard literature, Williams rec
ommended that a person first 
should get out of the water, if at 
all possible. If not, he or she 
should climb on top of the 
boat, he said. 

As much of the body as pos
sible should be kept out of the 
water by clinging to trees, 

roots, stumps, anything. 
Trying to swim cuts the 

chance of survival in half, he 
said. Swimming generates heat 
but burns up reserve rapidly. If 
leaving the water is impossible, 
every means of conserving 
body heat should be incorpo
rated into the survival plan. 
Most body heat is lost from the 
head, neck, underarms and 
groin, so the body should be 
arranged to lessen loss of heat 
from these areas, Williams ad
vised. Arms should be crossed 
around the neck. Legs should 
be crossed and raised to con
serve heat. This procedure can 
increase predicted survival 
time by SO percent. 

Professional medical treat
ment should be sought imme
diately, but in the meantime, 
the victim of hypothermia 
needs all the first aid available. 
Once a person has gone into 
the second stage of hypother
mia, he may die without first 
aid even though he has been 
removed from the water. 

First aid for hypothermia vic
tims means simply the quick 
restoration of body core heat. 
The best method, if possible, is 
to remove the victim's clothing 
and immerse him in warm wa
ter, making sure the trunk area 
is completely submerged. 

Give the victim liquids if he is 
conscious. Do not administer 1 

alcoholic beverages. 
If a tub of water is not imme

diately available, the victim 
should be embraced by a warm 
person and the two covered 
with blankets or a sleeping bag. < 

The best policy, Williams J 
said, is advance study of ~ \ 
emergency procedures. No 
one plans to freeze to death r 
but precaution can save the F 
early fisherman's life. ~ ~ 
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MAGAZINE NOTED FOR 
EXCELLENCE 

John Culler, editor of South 
Carolina Wildlife, was all smiles 
when he received the Gover
nor's Palmetto Citation for 
Excellence from James B. 
Edwards in one of Edwards' last 
official acts as governor. Culler 
received the award on behalf 
of the magazine's staff and its 
publisher, the Department of 
Wildlife and Marine Resources. 

" According to Edwards, a 
noted outdoorsman, the 
Palmetto Award has been 
presented only seven times 

since it was created by Gover
nor John West during his ad
ministration. 

Edwards also seemed happy 
with his copy of "Carolina's 
1-lmting Heritage; a department 
publication given to him by 
Culler during the brief cere
mony in the governor's office. 

Edwards referred to the 
magazine as "one of the finest 
publications anywhere." Culler 
responded that he appreciated 
Edward's support of the 
magazine during his term. 

RARE Update · 
Less than 6,000 acres of 

South Carolina forest land has 
been recommended for inclu
sion in the National Wilderness 
Preservation System by the 
U. S. Forest Service. 

Originally, the Forest Service 
considered nearly 32,000 acres, 
about 5 percent of the total na
tional forest acreage in South 
Carolina. Through its Roadless 
Area Review and Evaluation 
project, known as RARE, the 
forest service has recom
mended three of the nine areas 
considered, a recommenda
tion that, if approved by Presi
dent Carter, will be sent to 
Congress for final approval 
later this year. 

Those areas recommended 
were: Ellicott Rock Extension, 
1,900 acres, in the Mountain 
region of Sumter National 
Forest; Little Wambaw Swamp, 
2,491 acres, and Wambaw 
Swamp, 1,SOOacres, both in the 
Francis Marion National Forest. 

The RARE project and its 
conclusions for South Carolina 
have satisfied the timber indus
try more than the environmen
talists, one of whom called the 
recommendation "really as
tonishing." 

A Sierra Club spokesman 
was quoted: "We didn't think 
they would go as far as we 
wanted, but we didn't think 
they would do this. The areas 
with the most wilderness po
tential were put to other use." 

To the other extreme, the 
service met opposition from 
some local groups who 
threatened that a certain area 
"would burn" if designated as 
wilderness. 

Under the same proposal, 
more than 36 million acres na
tionally are recommended for 
"multiple-use," which means 
wildlife management, timber 
production and recreation. 

About 10 million acres are to 
receive further study. 

Motor vehicles, roads, tim
ber harvest and many forest 
or wildlife management ac
tivities are forbidden on area 
designated as wilderness. 
Hunting, fishing and primitive 
camping, in addition to scien
tific research, are compatible 
with the wilderness concept. 

The Wilderness Preservation 
System, which comprises na
tional forests, parks and 
wildlife refuges, totals about 19 
million acres, with the national 
forests accounting for about 15 
million acres. 

Oconee County holds the 
bulk of one designated wilder
ness, the Ellicott Rock area, 
which totals about 3,332 acres. 

RARE SITES 

♦ Ellicott Rock Exten
sion, 1,900 acres ... 
Sumter National Forest 

/ 

/ 
♦ Little Wambaw 
Swamp, 2,491 acres ... 
Francis Marion National 
Forest 

Wambaw Swamp, ♦ 
1,500 acres ... Francis 
Marion National Forest 
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SHIP SUNK FOR REEF 
The liberty ship Betsy Ross went down gracefully to form the state's 
10th offshore artificial fishing reef. 

(Above) In "moth balls." 
Before being towed to 
South Carolina, The 
Betsy Ross had her 
superstructure removed 
for scrap; only the hulk 
came to South Carolina. 

(Right) Members of the 
U.S. Marine explosive 
ordnance team prepare 
to set the charges that 
will send the hulk to the 
bottom. 

(Below) Seas wash over 
her gunr1els as she sinks 
slowly below the surface. 
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A 35-year-old liberty ship was 
sunk in December off the coast 
of Beaufort to form the state's 
10th artificial fishing reef. 

The 419-foot Betsy Ross, a 
World War II veteran, went 
down peacefully, gracefully, 
despite pitching seas and light 
rain which seemed appropriate 
mourning for the sinking of the 
old scrap hulk. 

Pushing her bow up in final 
salute at the last, the Betsy 
Ross, known as the Cor Caroli 
during her war days, settled 
comfortably into 85 feet of wa
ter. She required about seven 

minutes to submerge after 250 
pounds of plastic explosives 
had blown large holes into her 
sides. 

The Betsy Ross is the largest 
single mass ever sunk to form a 
fishing reef in South Carolina. 
Biologists said she began at
tracting fish as soon as she set
tled on the bottom. 

The charges that scuttled her 
were placed by the Explosive 
Ordnance Team from the 
Marine Corps Air Station at 
Beaufort. Bellows of smoke 
and chucks of shrapnel were 
blown into the air on detona-

(Above) In a 
spectacular display, 
250 pounds of 
plastic explosives 
blew large holes in 
her sides. 

(Left) In a final 
salute, the old hulk 
pushed her bow up 
before settling 
below the surface. 
On the bottom 85 
feet below, she will 
become a "fish 
apartment house." 



tion in a spectacular display. 
Only the hull of the Betsy 

Ross was towed to South 
Carolina from Chesapeake, 
\irginia, where she had been in 
the reserve fleet since 1945, 
following about a year and a 
half in the Pacific Theater. Her 
super structure was removed 
for scrap. 

Officials watched the long 
gray hulk sink from the nearby 
state research vessel, Atlantic 
Sun. A long blast of the Sun's 
horn paid a final tribute to the 
sunken ship. Before returning 
to port, the Sun cruised slowly 
over the site to verify the loca-

1 tion of the Betsy Ross with elec
tronic equipment. She was 
placed well in a near-perfect 
sinking operation. 

Brantley Harvey, former 
lieutenant governor of South 
Carolina, witnessed the sink
ing from the Sun 's sister vessel, 
Carolina Pride. Harvey was in
strumental in acquiring the 
vessel for South Carolina and 
said the Betsy Ross will be a 
tremendous boon in stimulat
ing the fishing off the South 
Carolina coast. 

Two years of paperwork 
were necessary to bring the 
ship to South Carolina, accord
ing to David Cupka, a state 
marine division administrator. 
This involved careful selection 
of a site and a permit from the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
a towing contract, transfer 
agreements and inspections 
for sea worthiness and pollut-

1 ant removal by the U.S. Coast 
Guard and the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

Like all other reefs and 
wrecks off the South Carolina 
coast, the new reef is attracting 
large numbers of bottom 
fishes, such as black sea bass, 
flounder, summer trout, 
sheepshead and gray trigger
fish. King mackerel, cobia, 
amberjack and other free-

, swimming species should also 
find the site attractive, accord
ing to DeWitt Myatt, artificial 
reef biologist for the wildlife 
department. 

REEF LOCATION 
LAT. 32°03'24" N 
LONG. 80°25' 50" W 
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Put Something Wild 
In Your Life 

rnnet1 

WlL 
lnYour 

Life1 

Our handsome high quality 
t-shirts are perfect for hunting, 
fishing, jogging, bicycling, 
sleeping, etc. T-shirts are heavy 
I 00% domestic cotton and 
come in five attractive 
colors-navy, light blue, red 
and orange-all with white 
lettering-and tan with brown 
lettering. 
"Put Something Wild in Your 
Life' is the slogan on the front 
of each shirt and the South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine 
logo is on the back. A perfect 
way to show your support for 
the outdoor activities of South 
Carolina. Order yours today! 
T-shirts are $6.95 each. Use 
the order form on the next 
page. Please state size S,M,L, 
and XL. Also give 1st and 2nd 
color choice. 
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Binders to 
Protect Your 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE 

• magazines 
Binders are a great gift idea along 
with a gift subscription to SOUTH 
CAROLINA W ILDLI FE. O ur custom 
brown leather- li ke binders are so 
handsome, you' ll be proud to give it 
to anyone. The binder ho lds one 
year of the magazine and has 
easy-to-insert metal rods to secure 
each issue in place. 
Only$6 including postage and 
handling. Please use the enclosed 
order fo rm. 

YOUR SPECIAL ORDER FORM 
f 

Please send me: copies of CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE at $19.95 each . 
copies of CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE 
(Limited Edition) at $50.00 each . 
copies of A CAROLINA PROFILE at $15.00 each. 

Please send me: binders at $6.00 each. 

Please send me: binders filled with South Carolina Wildlife Magazines at $9.95 
each . 
D 1977 (the six issues of the year1977) 
D 1978 (the six issues of the year1978) 

Please send me: __ T-shirts at $6.95 each or two at $13.90 . Three (special discount) 
at $17.95 and four or more at $6.00 each . 
Color: Navy __ Lt. Blue __ Orange 
Red __ Tan __ 

Please state 1st and 2nd color choice. 
Sizes: S __ M __ L __ XL __ 

Name _________________________ _ 

Address 
City • State • Zip _________________ _ 

. D Payment Enclosed 
D Bill to Master Charge _________ _ 
0 Bill to BACVISA 

For gift orders, please attach another sheet. 

Make checks payable to South Carolina Wildlife. 
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BINDERS ALREADY RLLED 
WITH BACK ISSUES! 
Now you can get the last two years of South cheaper than a subscription and a binder 
Carolina Wildlife already in our binder for your separately. Use the convenient order form 
permanent files. At a cost of $9.95 each, it's provided on the opposite page. 






